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New methods
of evaluation
implemented
By JENNIFER

ews
Lab continues
operations
without grant

ROUNDBALL RETURNS

By AMY HELM
Campus Lite Editor

Although the two assistive
t echnologists will no longer
provide services at the
Assistive Technology Center
of Mid-America (ATCOM)
because grant funds are
d e pleted ,
student lab
technicians will be available
to give assistance.
" The
a ss i s tive
t echnologists didn't run the ·
la b," said Dr. Jan Weaver,
dean of the College of
Education. "Their positions
were there because they were
.on loan to us. They were nonprofessional staff."
ATCOM , whi ch is a
computer laboratory in the
de pa'rtment of education ,
officially opened March 20 to ·
provide s eTVices for people
with s pecial needs and
t r a ining for future and
practicing teachers.
The center consists of an
ada ptive lab, an IBM lab, an
Apple lab, a multi-media lab
and a r esource database.
Joc e lyn
Hudson,
an
a ss i s tive
te chnologi s t
technologist who worked with
p eople bad vi s ual and

MOO~
R.:......:E_ __

teaching of its instructors.
''The old student r ating forms
Looking around campus in were thought to be a violation
different departments and in of due process because the in·
professors' offices, you might structor could not confront the
see a big blue box sitting on accuser,'' Posey said.
Joseph Cartwright, dean of
desktops or· stacked on top of
shelves. What are those boxes the college of Humanistic
and why does everyone seem lo Studies, said ot.her factors that
have one? They are one compo· led to the suspension of t he stunent of a new system for dent rating forms were ques·
evaluating teaching at Murray tions surrounding the validity
of the forms and how they were
State University.
Marian Posey, a member of being used.
Since the diRcontinuation of
the Teaching Evaluation
Review Committee, said James the forms, the task force has
Booth, provost and vice presi· concluded that student rating
·dent fot· Academic and Student. forms can be excellent keys for
Affairs, established a task force evaluation if used proper ly and
in November 1990 to assess they have implemented a form
new ways for evaluating developed at the University of
teaching for the purpose of ap· Washington. The forms were
pointments to merit and tenure first used at MSU in the fall
1991 semester.
positions nnd promotions.
Another component of the
Posey said the initiation of
the task force was a result of teaching evaluation system is
the suspension of student the instructor portfolios. The
rating forms, the only method portfolios will include the pro·
of teaching evaluation at Mur- fessor's reflective statement, a
ray State. This left the UniverPlease see EVALUATE
sity without any systematic ap·
Page 12
proach to the evaluation of
Assistant News Editor

Photo by JAMES LOCKWOOD

Marcus Brown, a freshmen guard for the Murray State University Racers, was
knocked down as he attempted a lay-up during the team's Wednesday night game
against Indiana University. The Racers lost In the opening round of the Preseason
NIT ao-1 03. For more Information about the game, see page 2B, The Racers' first
home game will be Dec. 1 against Campellsvllle College.

Please see LAB
Page 12

MSU enrollment remains relatively high
By JANICE FULPS
Staff Wnter

Althou gh
e nrollm e n t
figures for fall 1992 are down
from last fall , they remain
relatively h igh compared to
the history of enrollment at
Murray Stat e University.
Last year MSU h ad t he
highes t
fuH -t i me
and
undergraduate enrollment
figures in its history.
This fall, Murray State has
the second highest full-time
and undergraduate en rollment in its history.
There are 6,364 full-time
enrolled students and 6,972
under-graduates enrolled .
These numbers are only

slightly lower t han last
year's figur es of 6,498 and
7,073.
Overall enrollment for 1992
is the fourth highest in
history with 8,190 students

Graphic by HEATHEA BEGLEY
enrolled. This is a decline
of 138 students from last
year's figure of 8,328.
· Mary Smith, admissions
systems coordinator, said she
contributes the decline in

enrollment to several factors,
which include the budget cut
impact, the poor condition of
the national economy and
accessiblity of st udents to
financial aid.
Johnny McDougal, director
of student financial aid, said
he does not have any
evidence that supports an
association
between
enrollment and availability
of student financial aid.
He said that 60 percent of
Murray Sta te students
receive either federal, state
or university fmancial aid
and the opportunities to
obtain financial aid are
increasing.

Students focus of Regents' goals
By KRISTIE ;_;,
HE
::.:L:;.:.:M.;,.:S~--
tn Chief
Having a campus with a
strong stude nt emphasis was
the main thrust of a list of
goals approved by the Murray
State Univ ersity Board of
Regents Saturday.
The board, in an effort to
make the Murray Sta t e
administration aware of the
direction the Regents feel the
univer sity should take in the
future, outlined a list of ten
"specific m inimum target s."
Heading the list was th e
Regents' desi r e to s ee a
decrease in the gap between
the p ercentage of educational
and gener a l funds a llocat ed
t o in s truct ion a n d th ose
Edftor

Foreign enrollment

fund s se t a side for the
adminis tration .
The issu e of health care
was also a topic of concern
during the Regents' meet ing.
Th e board , with s ome
d isc u ss ion , ·app r oved the
co ntinuing
s tudy
of
subsidizing dependent health
car e, as long as it would be
fin a ncially feasible.
"I seriously en courage u s
t o study oth er opti ons,"
Regen t G. Arlivia Gamble
said. "I just don't think it's
fi nan ciaUy feasible for us to
continue th is. I think we'r e
wasting t ime trying to justify
th is."
The board also a pproved
studying th e feasibility of

having a wellness progra m,
looking
at
a 11
co s tcontainm ent m ea s ures in
health care and studying the
pos sibility that employees
could opt out of a health care
program , if it i s legally
permissible.
A treasurer's report to the
board noted the fact that
although tuition for the fall
semester is up relative to the
university's budget plan of
what estimated tuition should
be at this time, the figure is
down by $130.000.
"We think we'll be able to
recover that in the spring
because we've been more
conservative on our projected
enrollment than we were for
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Source; COUNCIL ON HIGHER EDUCATION

this fall semester," said Don
Kassing, vice-president of
university relations and
administrative services.
Fo11owing a thirty-minute
closed session~ the Regents
approved, during op en
s ession , action s taken by
President Ronald J. Kurth
with regards to Racer football
coach Mike Mahoney . It was
announced in October that
Mahoney wil1 l eave Murray
State following th e Racer's
final game agains t Western
Kentucky Univers ity.
In oth er busine s s, the
Regents:
•
Adop ted th e f a cul ty
h andbook.

European
North American

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
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Each day students, faculty and staff spend
many minutes cruising parking lots for a spot in
close proximity to classrooms or offices.
Does Murray State University actually have
a parking problem? The University issued more
than 7,000 permits for only 5,200 spots, but not
everyone uses the lots at the same- time. MSU
has also improved many existing lots.
This week, The Murray State News examines the parking situation.
Stories on Page 5

"There are students on
campus in need of funds .
The financial a id office is
s eeing more
students
s eeking finan c1al aid, "
McDougal said."
He said the availability of
fmancial aid i s increasing,
but the need is increasing as
well.
"Financial a i d opportunities have increased, but
that doesn't mean every
student is getting the money
they need," he said.
McDougal said the new
higher education amendments of 1992 that deal with
financial aid may have

some effect on enrollment in
1993-94, but h e said it is hard
to
say
whether
the
amendments will affect the
enrollment
figures
negatively or positively.
An appropriations bill,
signed earlier this semester,
sets the maximum Pell
Grant award at $2,300 for
1993-94. Currently the grant
is $2,400, according to the
Oct. 14 issue of the Chronicle

on Higher Education.
He said sometimes the
financial situation will
' prompt people to .return to
school and sometimes it will
mean people cannot afford to
return.

Board outlines ten 'specific
minimum targets' at meeting
·~·

By KRfSTlE HELMS ,

'

.:_:-:

Editor In Chief

A list of ten "apecific miaimum ~· approved by &
MuJTay Statt University Board of ......_ haft Mt. the
general direction in which the ..._.. ta)' the thai~
should be moving in the conUnl yeara..
· The goals, wbicl\ .appelu' to be t~ Oil makiot

$}\.'.

more "atUdent.-centered: mel...:'>
· ··.· 'i
• Decreasing the gap, within the nat three .yean, betw...
camp~

the percentage of the Bclucation and General funb.

allocated to instruction and thote lunda uud for the

adminiatration.
"That decrease should conai•t or a mirdinum of s percent
red~ction in 'ad~iniatration'," accordit)l to the pqijq
posttion pa~r.
'
· ·· · ·
· '·
Pl.U. ... TARGETS
Paoe 12

Volunteers needed

Index

Students who want at chance to give
something back to the Murray-Calloway
County area, now have another opportunity to offer their services through volunteer work.
Anewly formed group at Murray State
University will help local non-profit organizations find volunteers.
Campus Connections, which officially
opened its new office in Room 108 of
the Carr Health Building Nov. 5, will link
volunteers with the 17 non·profit local
agencies they are currently working
with.
For more infomration call 762·3808.
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NEWSBRIEFS
Leadership grants available

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Loans. Students who borrowed from the National Direct Student
Loan, Nursing Student Loan, Perkins Student loan or Guaranteed
Student loan Program and who are graduating, transfering or leaving
Murray State and have not already been contacted, should call the
Student Loan Office at 762·2669 to make an appointment concerning
their repayment plans.

The Wesley Foundation is offering student leadership
grants for the spring semester. The recipients will provide
leadership in one of four areas of programming involving approximately four hours a week.
The four areas are fellowship, recreation, outreach and
spiritual growth . Fellowsh ip involves building community
amon g United Methodist students. Recreation renews the
whole person through activities and informal engagements.
Outreach builds bridges to connect our faith with identified
groups needed support. Spiritual growth works at developing
models of leadership for church and society through faith
development.

BPA

• Pro ject Harvest. The American Humanlcs Department's Project
Harvest to collect canned goods for distribution by Needline of
Calloway County ends today. Collection boxes on campus are located
at the Student Activities office in the Curris Center and room 108 In the
Carr Health Building.
• Honors day. African -American students from 28 high schools in
five states are participating in an honors day program for distinguished
African-American students today and Saturday in the Curris Center.

recognizes Alumnus

• Reception. An open reception will be held in honor of Marvin Mills
lo also meet recipients of the first year Mills scholarship awards from
8·9 tonight In the Commonwealth Lounge on the third floor of the Currls Center.

The Murray State University college of business and public
affairs and its alumni society has awarded Samuel W. Wise
with the 1992 Distinguished Achievement Award. This
award recognizes outstanding alumni who have m ade signifi·
cant contributions to their profession, promoted MSU and
given of themselves to their fellow man.
Wise earned his B.S.B in accounting in 1976 and is currently president of the Field Packing Company in Owensboro.

• Holiday. Classes will be dismissed Nov. 25-29ln observance of the
Thanksgiving holiday. Residence halls will close at 9 a .m. Wednesday
and reopen at 2 p.m. Nov. 29. Classes will resume Nov. 30.
• Open house. The home economic department's interior design program will host an open house from 9 a.m.·3 p.m., Dec. 6, 8 and 9 at the
social area of the north wing in the Applied•Science Building. There
will be speakers for the public from 3-7 p.m.

Top ten college women competition
Glamour magazine is sponsoring their 1993 Top Ten Col·
lege Women Competition which recognizes exceptional
achievement of female college juniors. The entrants are ju dg·
ed on academic excellence, leadership abilities, campus ac·
tivities and community involvement. The winners will be
featured in the October 1993 issue of Glamour, receive a
$1,000 prize, and receive an a ll-expenses paid trip to New
York City.
For more information contact Carmen Garland in the
School Relations Office at 762-3316 or call (212) 880-6667.

Faculty to attend SACS
Lewis Bossing, chairman of the department of elementary
and secondary education, will attend the 97th annual
meeting of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
in Dallas, Dec. 6-9 .
Bossing has served as the higher education representative
for Kentucky for the past three years. He serves on a committee to evaluate e lementary schools who haved applied for
membership to the accrediting association.
.
For more information contact booster club president Bill T.
Barton at 759-4408.

• Forum. The College of Humanistic Studies will hold a public forum
on " The Oldest South: Native American legacies," 7-9 p.m., Dec. 8·9
in the Wrather Museum auditorium. For more information call
762-6936.

Photo by JILL ASKINS

A KING IS CROWNED
Trent Bates, a senior biology major from Santa Claus,
Ind., was crowned the 1892 Mr. MSU Friday In Lovett
Auditorium. Helping Bates with his crown Is the 1992
Miss MSU, Sabrina Edelen.

•Initiation. The national academic honor society for freshman , Alpha
lambda Delta will hold its formal initiation at 9 p.m., Dec. 3 in the Curris Center Barkley Room.
• Christmas celebration. Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce and the Murray-Calloway County Park System are sponsoring
"A Holly Jolly Christmas in the Park," 5-7:30 p.m., Dec. 4. At 8,
Playhouse in the Park will perform Home for the Holidays. For more
information call the chamber at 753·5171.

Radke elected to NODA position

• Grants. The Wesley Foundation has student leadership grants
available for the spring 1993 semester. For more information call

Paul Radke, director of school relations, was elected direc·
tor of regions for the National Orientation Directors Associa·
tion in October at their 45th annual fall conference
Radke will plan and administer regional staff development,
promote effective regional conferences and workshops, serve
as a liasion between the national board and regional person ·
nel and handle staff elections.
Radke has previously served as one of the 27 elected
members of the NODA Board of Directors.

753-9859.

• Telecourses. KET will offer telecourses for the spring 1993
semester to Kentucky colleges and universities. For more information
call 1-800-432·0970.

'

• Gathering. Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity will have its first annual Col·
lege Church Day at 11 a .m. on Sunday at St. John's Church. It's open
to the public. For more information contact, Tremain Lewis at

•

762·3331.
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A.lpha Ga.:r.n.r1-..a. D.~lta.
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Malcolm X
(PG13 )

1:30
7:30

BarptD Matlllea
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Adult $S Child $2.110

DEC. 12, 8Plf.
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~

SIU Arena
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MODELS WANTED!!
Enter into this exci ting career TODAYll No experience
neces sary! It isn't necessary to be a top New York
model to b e successful in the industry. Modeling and
adve rtising agencies are constantly searching for new
faces, figures, and expressions.

"MODEL·SEARCH
MAGAZINE"

Come talk with Coaches Edgar
and Breazeal and the
Morray State Raeers
Every Monday at 9 p.m. In the Stables
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Congratulations

;

Trent Bates

~

on being named

Mr.MSU

New to the nation...New to the world.••Worldwide
distribution to all top JIIDddJng and cuWertising
agencies
Photo s ubmission s to "MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE''
m e an s h a ving your face and figure, as well as your
abilities and m od e ling interests seen and r ead by
agen cies across the globe. For excitin1 details, contact
your local apnt below!

.also Congratulations to

Brian Wtlmurth and Brent Mayabb
on doing a great job!

Wayue Staft'ord

POBox254
Hardin, KY 4.2048
(502) 437-4041

~:

from the brothers of Alpha Tau Omega
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Awareness Day
informs students
By AMY GREWE
Assistant News Editor

Photo by RON RUGGLES
I

By now everyone has heard
of the dangers of AIDS, the
most severe form of HIV
infection. However, it is now
time to act on that
information. The Student
Government Association will
do just that on World AIDS
Awareness Day, Tuesday,
Dec. 1.
Brum Kassing, freshman
senator,
said
the
organization will hand out
information and collect
donations for AIDS support
groups.
"We want to give the
money to support groups in
the Purchase area so it will
help people here in the
community," he said.
Kassing said for a dollar
donation a person will
receive a ribbon and button
and
a raftle ticket. For every
Pictured at left Sinker shows the position of JFK's arms
dollar
after that he will get
as he was hit In the neck. Above Is one of the bullets
another ticket. A Murray
Sinker bought from Lee Harvey Oswald's moth~r.
State University sweatshirt
and t-shirt will be given
away at the raffle. The
drawing will be held
Tuesday night at a concert
would get those things," in a formaldehyde solution given by comedian Carrot
Sinker said. "But instead of and then it vanished, be Top.
getting typed papers, we said.
Kassing said SGA has had
Sinker said he discovered a lot of help on the project
would have things blacked
out. They blacked out that the brain was given to from
outside
its
everything that they thought the Secret Service and kept in organization.
we should not see, so we the White House, but no one
"Campus
recreation
really had no investigative knows why.
provided the buttons to be
..
teeth .
"Robert Kennedy was given out and the bookstore
Sinker said his committee concerned about his brother's donated the sweatshirt and twas delegated to determine brain someday being on shirt," he said.
the whereabouts of Kennedy's display at the Smithsonian
Kassing said the planning
brain and why it was Institute
or
National committee ~lso included
removed.
Archives and ... Robert Amy Fennel and Robbie
"President
Kennedy's Kennedy probably destroyed Hinkebien, both senators of
brain was removed for the brain or had it buried science,
and
student
further studies. The reason it with
other
personal representatives
Denise
was l'emoved is because they specimens," Sinker said.
Brockman and Melinda
wanted to cross-section it,"
Following the lecture, Baggarly.
Sinker said. "The brain is Sinker was asked whether he
Student Health Services
the medium through which believed there was a
has
donated information on
the bullet traversed. It will conspiracy to assassinate
AIDS to be handed out. One
tell you the angle of shots, it Kennedy:
will tell you metallic
"Well, there's ettough
composition -of the fragments governmlmt invo1vemfllt
that went thiO'Ugh the brain." • here," he Uld: '11 could I)Ot
According to the Warren bet my life on it that that
Commission, it was placed would not be the case."

Sinker discusses JFKassassin·ation
By ALLISON MILLIKAN
Staff Writer

and JENNIFER DONIA
Eleporter

I Almost 30 years after the
assassination of President
John F. Kennedy, theorists
re still speculating about
hat really happened that
ay in Dallas.
I Edward M. Sinker, a
lormer member of the House
$elect Committee on JFK's
sassination, said at the
urris Center Ballroom
onday night Lee Harvey
Oswald acted alone.
I Sinker, a law professor at
$yracuse University and
1-.cturer on the assassination,
spoke about his findings
while on the committee to an
a).tdience of more than 200
"fcple.
Sinker~ said 20 - out of 21
1
~edical
e-xpe-rts
that
roeviewed
the
autopsy
materials concluded that

t
t;

•

Kennedy was shot by an
assassin located in the sixth
floor window of the Dallas
School Book Depository on
Nov. 22, 1963.
Sinker compared the
findings of both the Warren
Commission and the House
Select Committee.
The
Warren
Commission
believed three shots were
fired by a lone assassin at
the book depository, whereas
the House Select Committee
believed four shots were
fired, three from the book
depository and one from the
grassy knoll. The fourth shot
caused the fatal head wound,
Sinker said.
"One of the problems we
had with the House
Committee is that we had no
teeth; we would ask the CIA
for things, the Secret Service
for things, we would ask the
FBI for things -- documents,
evidence, photos and we

World AIDS
Awareness Day, Dec. 1

hundred condoms will also
be given away.
Louise Anderson, staff
nurse and health educator at
Murray State, said it is
important to make college
students more aware of the
dangers of AIDS as the
percent of HIV infections
among the group has almost
doubled.
"The number of (infected)
college students has gone
from 1.5 percent to 2.5 percent
in a four-year period," she
said.
•
Anderson said there are
very few people who are
unaware, but half of them
who are informed do not use
the information to their
benefit.
''Getting people to apply the
information to themselves is
the challenge," she said.
"You're
fighting
the
immortality attitude and it
can happen. "
Anderson said the way
people are approaching AIDS
education is changing.
"Initially it was lecture,
but facts don't change
behavior," she said. "We
need to start bUilding skills
to make people feel more
confident about what they
want."
Kassing said anyone who
would like to come and
volunteer his time is
welcome.

So what'cha.what~cha what (ha want?
1
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VIEWPOINT
LE1-:IERS

EDITORIAL

Parking for north
halls a problem
Now that several additional parking areas have
been added for commuters at Murray State
University, something needs to be done to
alleviate the parking problems that exist in the
North Residence Hall Complex.
Many students have to park illegally to even get
a parking space late at night. Some even have to
park in grassy areas that are not zoned for
parking.
Even though everyone does not park on campus
at the same time, the difference between the
number of parking tags sold and the number of
spaces available should not be so great. For
example, there are 777 yellow-zoned parking
spaces available, while 1,085 yellow tags were
issued.
The problem in this area !>f campus needs to be
alleviated in some way. First, the lot at the comer
of Waldrop and Chestnut should be marked for
yellow tags. Few people know that people with
yellow tags can park there at night. However, a
problem still exists when they have to move their
cars prior to 8 a.m. the next day so that
commuters can have the spots.
Another possibility is having both freshmen
and sophomores park in tlie stadium parking lot.
Whatever the solution may tum out to be, the
same concern should be shown for the residents
in the North Residence Halls that was shown
toward commuters.

Controversy boils
in Sig Ep chapter

How

tQ

-r HE '?EoA..E

1N l:HE U>RMC:, F1 N b
A PL.I\CE 11J PARK.
~lJND \lERE'

•

Mahoney·"~

ideas
Athletic parking given
should continue
Parking may be one of·the
top problems students face
during the day, but imagine
myH,.surpriee Monday night
:When l "wae tOld I COUld not
park in a certain lot.
As a student, I was quite
interested in attending the
Edward M. Sinker lecture in
the Currie Center Monday
night. When I pulled into the
Currie Center parking lot at
6:45 p.m., I was told the lot had
been reserved for those
persons with a Racer
basketball season ticket, and
everyone else would have to
park in the White Hall lot or
wherever there was a
legitimate parking space.
This incident really made
me
think
about
the
relationship
between
academics and athletics at
Murray State University:
In my opinion, an academic
lecture should pull more
weight at an academic
institution than an exhibition
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . , home basketball game.
Instead, the basketball game
The
fans got access to a parking
lot that should have been
reserved for this academic
111 Wilson Hall
2609 University Station
event.
Murray State University
But, evidently my opinion
Murray, Kentucky 42071
does not count in this matter.
While
researching the
Kristie Helma
parking story for the Focus
Editor ln chief
page this week, I asked Joe

Even though Mike Mahoney's reign as Murray
State University's head football coach will end
tomorrow, his idea of always putting the players
first should not also end.
In good and bad times, Mahoney has fought for
and stood by his players. In the face of adversity,
that is an admirable quality.
Mahoney's abolition of the rule that football
players could not be involved with any other
campus activities other than football when he
took the head coach position showed that he
realized that the players had come to school for
more than playing football.
Mahoney's work was not for himself but for his
players. He fought to keep the program alive
when many voices across campus were chanting
to have it abolished.
We wish Mahoney good luck with what he
chooses to do next. Hopefully, the new coaching
staff will possess the same genuine concern for
their players as Mahoney and his staff have.
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lot was strictly reserved for
those persons with a season
pass.

But UM .,..etion still

Green, associate director of
public safety, about this
parking policy. He said home
basketball games always get
first-priority parking in the
Currie Center lot. This is a
standing policy for the
University, he said.
Other groups can reserve the
Currie Center lot by calling
public safety in advance, but a
home basketball game still
takes priority, Green said.
It seems the University put
more of its priorities in an
athletic event, instead of
focusing more
on an
academic event.
One way to solve the
problem in priority parking
would be to announce to
students, faculty and staff, as
well
as
the
Murray
community, that the Curris
Center parking lot was
reserved for the basketball
game. I have lived in Murray
for eight years, but I never
knew that the Curris Center

remains about priorities athletics or academics?
This argument has been
heard around the University
community with the recent
talk of the budgetary
contingency plan that set
aside 4 percent of the school's
budget. Some faculty and
others have argued that
athletics did not take its fair
cut.
The question in this matter
is not priority, but fairness.
Each area of the University
should have set aside an
equal amount, and the
athletics percentage should
have been comparable to
academics. A calculation by
the Faculty Senate showed that
athletics only took a 0.98
percent reduction, and
academics set aside almost 2
percent. h
this really
equitable?
Before the state actually
decides to move on cutting
higher
education,
the
University needs to decide
which is more important- the
academic mission or athletic
events. I just hope that
academics remains the
number one priority.
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Education quality threatened
To the Editor:
The 1993 edition of
America 's Best Colleges
published by U.S. News and
World Report lists Murray
State in the first quartile of
Southern regional colleges
and universities. We are the
only OVC school so listed. For
comparison sake, Western
and Kentucky State are listed
in quartile two; Northern is
listed jn quartile three and
Eastern and Morehead are
listed in quartile four. The
students,
faculty
and
administration at Murray
State are to be congratulated
for their accomplishment.
Unfortunately,
the
maintenance of quality
education of the first ranking
is being jeopardized. Data
compiled by The Chronicle of
Higher Education shows that

Murray State ranks at or near
the bottom in faculty salaries.
More broadly, Murray State
also ranks near the bottom
among benchmark schools in
the percentage of the budget
allocated for instructional
purposes. This percentage has
declined to 40 percent in spite
of recommendations from the
faculty senate that at least 60
percent of the total budget be
allocated to instruction costs.
Instruction is what Murray
State does best. Recent budget
cut proposals, however,
threaten to further lower the
percentage allocated to
instruction to the extent that
the quality of education is
threatened. Forty percent of
the proposed cuts are directed
at Academic Affairs, 2
percent at athletics - already
operating with an apparent

$800,000 deficit.
It is time for students and
faculty to get seriously
involved in the decisionmaking process. First-rate
education is becoming
significantly
more
equipment-intensive.
Effective
information
processing and dissemination
in the '90s will require mejor
increases in training and
available
equipment.
Libraries will be rated in
terms of on-line facilities.
Staid lectures will be replaced
with dynamic multi-media
presentations. Murray State
can afford Division II or
Division III football. It cannot
afford Division II or Division
III academics.
Roger D. Haney
associate professor

To the Editor:
Sigma Phi Epsilon is a
wonderful fraternity, but each
national fraternity has
problem chapters. Kentucky
Epsilon, the loc:al chapter of
Sig Eps, has been a problem
chapter with our national
fraternity for the past couple
of years. Last semester I
finished my term as president
of Kentucky Epsilon. A feJV
weeks ago I resigned fro1p
this fraternity before the Oct.
25 meeting. Later that nighl,
as I was moving out, brother
after brother walked into my
room with tears in their eyes
and pain in their hearts.
Rumors have been flying
around this campus about
what took place there that
evening.
The incident that I speak of
is that a handful of people
within the Kentucky Epsilon
chapter
made
some
individuals sign resignation
forms unwillingly. I know to
the average person that
doesn't seem like much, but
for a member to leave an
organization that is a part of
him and that he is a part of,
that decision takes much
more than one night. After
two weeks of staying neutral
in this fraternal matter and
hearing rumors on this
campus, I feel I must speak
out so that others will have an
idea of what took place that
evening. I believe that this
poem written the following
day explains it well.
Prejudice
Sigma Phi Epsilon, You could
hear the people shout
Number onel Number one! On
t i l ~-ty ~*
Now a semester has past and
Sig Eps have cbaD.ged
For what transpired in a
meeting one day.
Brothers excused and present,
the roll call read
With the leaders in their
positions they all cocked their
heads.
They looked down their noses
to the rest seated there
And that is where prejudice
started, and the fear.
Brothers old and new were
told they weren't "GQ"
Their clothes not right, their
hair all wrong.
For those who thought they
were better, this was their
song.
Others sat silently, not saying
a thing
For this was a witch hunt, a
terrible thing.
,
The Sword of Virtue did not
break the chains.
It pierced the Heart and
started incredible pain.
Screams · flew across the
night, blood stained the floor
Aa brothers forced to resign
walked out the door.
Tears in their eyes, they left,
one by one
Brotherly Love and trust were
now gone
Their song has finished for
the moment.
Now they sing to outsiders a
different tune,
Titled, "I'm saving face, I'm
lying to you.''
Sorrow, suffering and pain is
what I see now
For those who are gone my
heart bleeds for you
And for the silent ones
I hope it doesn't happen to you.
As for the ones singing I have
this to say;
Brotherhood and trust are no
longer in place,
You have accomplished tears
on my face.
You are still my brothers,
unfortunately
But, instead of helping a
Brother in need,
All you've created is a bloodthirsty machine.
Other Greeks, independents,
and faculty
Heed my call
This student is appalled.
When people use prejudice
and say it's for good
They are only fooling
themselves
And hurting the world.
James D. King
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Turnover explains reason
for difference in parking
By LEIGH LANDINI
Aaaoclat8 Ecttor

•

.

It happens every da:r_ ••
. tlie unavoidable
search for the elusive
parking space.
Students, faculty and staff
wonder everyday if Murray
State University haa a parking
problem, and officials contend
that parking is adequate in
most situations.
Joe Green, aaaociate director
of public safety, said motorists
want to park in a lot that is
convenient to their classes or
work.
"We have parking lots that
are standing empty now, and
stand empty every day,• Green
said.
For the fall semester, the
University sold 7,089 parking
permits, said Anita Poyner,
manager
of
accounts
receivable.
However, the University only
has 5,200 total parking spots
available,
said
John
Fitzgibbon,
director of
administrative services. There
is turnover in the spaces, he
said.

•- Parking on campus can be
, . an Interesting adventure
. depending on the time of day.
One of the peak times for
parking Is the evening hours
~.. near the residence hall areas.
The Stewart Stadium Jot
• (above) seemed to be
crowded Wednesday night.
• Daytime parking around tlie
classroom
buildings
depended on the time and
, location of the classes. One
· of the gravel lots on Hamilton
•• Avenue (right) appeared
. vacant during early morning
class hours Thursday. Lots
' • flll up faster during later class
hours.

"We don't have everyone
parking on campus 24 hours a
day: Fitzgibbon said.
Figures on the parking
situation show that blue and
red zones have 3,507 total
spaces, and the residence hall
areas have 1,654 spots,
according to a information
from the Physical Plant.
Information from public
safety shows that red
(commuter) zoned parking
topped the number of permits
issued at 3,218. Blue (faculty
and staff) permits issued were
1,218, and yellow was third

..
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with 1,085 permits. Brown
(residence hall) permits
accounted for 788 permits.
Green permits issued were
137, and the University issued
458 purple permits.
Handicapped
parking
permits totaled 105, and 66 for
motorcycles.
According to the 1988
parking study conducted by
the University, one of the
aeverest strains on parking
was the "concentration of
classes at mid-morning.• The
study said that for the fall
1987 semester, 47 percent of
Tuesday-Thursday classes
were in the 9:30 a.m. slot, and
40 percent of MondayWednesday-Friday 9 :30 a.m.
classes.
In an effort to alleviate
problems, the University has
added or expanded several
parking lots for the past four
years. Murray State has also
acquired property near the
University for parking,
Fitzgibbon said.
Improvements and additions
include the new parking lots
behind
the
Immanual
Lutheran Church, the old
University Church of Christ
and Westside Baptist Church.
The lot at 16th and Olive
atreets was also expanded, he
said. The University tore down
a house and recently acquired
two properties on Hamilton
Avenue, he said.
In addition, the University is
getting ready to pave the lot at
Waldrop and Chestnut streets.
This lot is zoned red for
commuters during the day, but
students living in the north
complex can also park there at
night, Fitzgibbon said.
"Zoning is not enforced
during the evening hours,•

Fitzgibbon said.
The only zones that are
enforced 24-hours a day au
the handicapped spots and fire
lanes, he said.

Rnes and fees
The sale of parking

up substantially.
Revenue from parking fines
for this fall is $42,290, Poyner
said.
Revenue for sale of parking
permits is $70,089.
This money is set aside into
a apecial parking fund account,
said Tom Denton, director of
the budget.
•The idea was to make
parking a self-sufficient
account paid for by the users
or violators of the facility,"
Fitzgibbon said.
Revenue is used to pay
ticket writers, buy the parking
tickets and fund renovations,
he said.
•we're not at the point of
having enough money to be
self-supportive," Fitzgibbon
said.
"We know what our expenses
are going to be, and whatever

revenue we get, leas the
expenses incurred for supplies
and
enforcement,
is
transferred to the Physical
Plant so it can maintain lots,"
he said.
A $10 increase in the
parking .fee was recommended
at the November Board of
Regents meeting, but it was
withdrawn by President
Ronald J . Kurth in the finance
and audit committee meeting.
The fee was also withdrawn
d~ February's meeting.

Adventures found in daily parking hunt
ByUBBYFIGG
• Start Writer

Red tags, blue tags, brown tags, yellow
tags...Thinking about parking is often enough to
make students want to tag someone on the jaw.

'

1

'

•
·
·'

'
-

..

If you have ever seen the look of disgust on a
person's face when he discovera a parking ticket
on his car in a University parking lot, then you
can understand why students have so many
gripes about the parking situation at Murray
State University.
Student complaints range from there not
being enough parking spaces allotted for
certain color tags to inconsistency in~ way
tickets are given.
Amber Cunningham, a junior elementary
education major from Henderson, thinks there
Bhould be more parking spaces for yellow tags.
She said it is hard to find parking places at
night around Elizabeth Hall.
Melissa Wheatley and Taneka Smith, both
freshmen from Louisville, said they don't think
there is adequate parking space for residents of
Regents Hall.
Wheatley, a communications major, said she
rarely moves her car during the week.
"' don't want to go anywhere during the day
'because 1 don't want to lose my place," she said.
Judy Shewmaker, a senior advertising major
from Marion and an Elizabeth Hall resident,
said she never tries to park her car in the
morning.
Instead, abe hunta for a parking spot in the
late afternoon or evening.
"Parking is horrible," she said.
Ctmningham, a transfer student, said she gof
three tickets nt tlw beginning of the semester.
She said she wasn't sure where to park and

when she returned to her car, and there were
three tickets on it.
Two of the tickets were for being in the wrong
zone and the third was for not having a sticker.
"'I protested them, but I s~ haven't heard
anything and that was at the beginning of the
semester,• she said.
Kim Kaufman, a sophomore elementary
education major from Mt. Vernon, ID., has had
better luck with protesting tickets.
"I got a ticket for being in my own zone,'• she
said.
Kaufman took the ticket and her parking tag
with her when she protested.
"' won, they just ripped it (the ticket) up," she
said.
Commuters also have to deal with the hassle
of parking.
Kim Farris, a senior elementary education
major from Dixon, said she got a ticket for being
parked in the wrong zone. She said she was
parked in visitor parking in front of Wells Hall
so she could unload luggage for a friend. Farris
p,rotested the ticket, but her appeal was denied,
she said.
Farris said some of the problem areas for
commuters like herself include the lot across
from Faculty Hall and the commuter lot across
frOm Pogue Library.
She said the problem in the Faculty Hall lot is
not as bad now because a new section was
recently opened.

Parking guide

~

I

170

-47

Still, parking in any university lot can be a
challenge or an adventure.
Smith described trying to get a parking place
in the Regents Hall lot after 8 p.m. as a
"demolition derby."
'
A closer look at issues in the news

pe~

and the collection of fines adds

•
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Outlook for Decembe·r
grads looks hopeful
By JENNIFER MOORE
•

Assistant News Editor

:·

If you are a tentative
December graduate and are
still not employed, the job
market is not as dismal as it
may seem. According to the
November issue of the

average of 65 for 1991-1992.

companies can spend less
time and money t raveling to
Although these look like t hese and make as many
good statistics, graduates contacts as they would
will have to seek out those visiting numerous college
who are hiring on their own campuses.
because companies will
Meloan said many local
continue to decrease onbusinesses
will still come to
campus recruiting. Of the
Murray
State,
but their
respondents, 39 percent said
they plan to cutback on interviewing methods are
campus visits and another 39 changing. He said a review
percent said they plan to visit of resume and one initial
only the colleges and interview is becoming rare
universities scheduled in in hiring.
Meloan said another
1991-1992.
reason of campus recruiting
Ross Meloan, director 4f
cooperative education and is fading is that many
placement, said the primary employers have a May
reason many businesses are graduate frame of reference.
cutting back on their campus He said many employers that
visits is because it is not interview students in the fall
do 80 to screen out students so
economically feasible.
they can meet with potential
He said there are several employees again in the
large regional job fairs in spring and make their final
the United States and decisions by April or May.
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Major offers POLICE BEAT
variety of
12:47 a.m.- Group wanting to fight near north end ofRich·
mond
Hall. Left area.
job options.
1:23 a.m.- Group from Southern Illinois University at
Nov. 10

By RONDA MCELROY
Reporter

Agriculture students have
several options these days
when it comes to degrees.
They can choose anything
from animal science to
College Placement Council,
agricultural science with
Inc. , recruiting of college
business in-between.
• graduates will increase this
The field provides students
year.
a
broad
range of
opportunities in their
The CPC reported that of
interest.
the 316 employers responding
Students believe the field is
• to their Recruiting '93
wide open for certain types of
survey, 54 percent plan to
jobs.
hire more graduates this
Placement office officials
year than last year. Overall,
said there were several jobs
the respondents expected to
that come in for agricultural
hire 7. 7 percent more
students.
Many are for
graduates this year than last
companies.
The jobs are
year.
turned
over
to
the
The bulletin also states that
agricultural
department
so
employers will hire an
students
may
apply.
average of 70 new employees
;'There are a number of
this year compared to an
consultant extension jobs in
the county. There ar e a
number of chemical sales
jobs," Matthew Ramage, a
senior
a gricu l ture
mechanization majQr from
Paducah, said, "There are a
lot of jobs available."
James Stahler, a junior
Burt Folsom, a professor in
R.B. Barton, a professor in agriculture business major
By JANICE FULPS
department
of from Murray, said, "There
the department of history, the
Staff Writer
was
the
first
speaker.
He
management
and
are a lot of sales jobs."
Finding a connection
Most of the agriculture
between religion and ethics took the position that religion marketing, spoke third.
Barton, like Folsom, said classes provide students with
for some may be as easy as and ethics have a necessary
that religion and ethics are hands-on
training
in
finding a needle in a connection.
connected.
Folsom
compared
and
laboratories.
Students
haystack.
defined religion as receive training that will
"Religion and Ethics: Is contrasted the religious and a Barton
"quest for · the ideal life." help them in the work place.
ethical
philosophies
endorsed
There
A
Necessary
Connection?" was the topic of by the Christian and Islamic He went on to stress that
"Mainly, what I'm getting
different religions have a
discussion at the fall religions.
training
in is in business,''
The second speaker, different view about what Stahler said.
humanities forum Thursday,
the
"ideal"
life
includes.
Wallace Swan, a professor
Nov. 12.
Students learn how to
The final speaker was Joe
A crowd of about 100 in the department of English,
manage their own farm,
Chaney,
an
associate
referred
frequently
to
works
students
and
faculty
read the stock market for
members gathered to listen to studied in the humanities 201 professor in the department futur e gr ain pr ices and
and 202 courses, such as of political science, criminal
the panel discussion.
learn about nutrition, Stahler
Wayne Sheeks, the event's Sartre's Existential Ethics justice and legal studies.
said.
and
Sir
Thomas
More's
Chaney
said
there
is
not
a
organizer and moderator,
"Business is broad, it
connection
said having differing view- Utopia, to support his views necessary
covers everything," Stahler
points was a goal when about the connection between between religion and ethics.
religion and ethics.
He said ethics answers the said.
organizing the event.
Agriculture m'cha9ization
Swan said there is no g9estions of what is right,
"The method of humanities
little
connection wrong, just, unjust, good or students are ta'u ght
is to incorporate viewpoints," ' necessary
differently.
between religion and ethics.
evil .
Sheeks said.

Humanities forum discusses
·religion and ethics connection

a

.•
I

Carbondale back at north end of Richmond Hall. Told to
leave campus.
1:30 a.m.- Shaving cream sprayed into a smoke detector
on the fow"th floor of Franklin Hall.
5:24p.m.- Persons selling magazines on 100 block of College Courts. Left campus.
Nov. 11

3:21p.m.- Auto accident on North 16th Street at Baptist
Student Union. No injuries.
5:45 p.m.- Bat on eighth floor of Regents Hall.
11:01 p.m.- Occupied elevator stuck on fourth floor of
Hart Hall.
Nov. 12

7:44a.m.- Gas odor reported in Racer Arena.
1:36 p.m.- Student reported bookbag being stolen from
Waterfield Library.
Nov. 13

8:49 a.m.- Occupied elevator stuck in Elizabeth Hall.
10:20 a.m.- Report of an IBM lap-top computer stolen from
room in Franklin Hall.
1:21 p.m.- 1981 Mercury vandalized while parked near
Clark Hall. Windshield broken.
Nov. 15

1:05 a.m.- Guys wanting to fight stopped at Stewart
Stadium.
1:16 a.m.- Report of screams heard behind Franklin Hall.
1:21 a.m.- Guys wanting to fight in Franklin Hall lobby.
The two previous calls all related.
12:15 p.m.- Med·O·Vac helicopter arrived in stadium
·
parking lot.
4:23p.m.- Bottle rockets set off smoke detector on third
floor of Franklin Hall.
4:25 p.m.- Resident of Franklin Hall reported his vehicle
vandalized. Dented panel and scratched.
Nov. 16

2:27 a.m.- Student lost her keys in a sofa in Hester Hall.
Requested assistance. Sofa will have to be dismantled to
retrieve keys.
8:15p.m.- Smoke detector activated by cigarette smoke on
fifth floor of Hart Hall.
8:23 p.m.- Vehicle vandalized near Hart Hall. Wipers
broken.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by An·
drea Jones, staff writer, from materials available to the public
at the public safety office.
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on a job well done!
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A FulllJne ofPatnt, Lumber, and Concrete Blocks for
Those Custom Shelf Untts
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*Excluded: Sales Items. Cash and Carry.
and Special Orders
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Bel-Air Shopping
Store Hours:
Center
Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
_
Saturday 8 am.-4 p.m.
7 59 1390
Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

I

Special Thanks for your patronage &om TJ !
Have a safe trip home and a

100/b OFF for MSU FACULTY a: STUDENTS
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The Dousing Offiee would like to thank the
RESIDERCEllitLDIRE=»RS
:P-BOGRAMIDVISORS'Jia-G-.
~Jtr:8IBBI"aa.sen~·
W~>:W•<' e.~,
~
for all their hard work in making this
semester a sueeess.

SPECIAL SHOWIN
Tonight and
Saturday Night
7:30 p.m.
Only $1.50
with an
MSU ID
J'/(1~

T.J-l9L9{J(S(j I'lll9{{j I I
THE PLACE AIN'T FANCY BUr SUO IS GOOD FOODI

806 Chestnut

Con~rafulation~ to t~~ folloWin~
Traci Grace
Melody He!gerson
Elizatieth JUnker
Alternate: Kristi Rydholm
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Your Sisters in
Alpha Sigma Alpha
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Some students might select a sporty car like the
1993 Ford Mustang LX
(above) or a truck like the
1993 Ford Ranger. When
choosing a new vehicle,
buyers should make sure it
will fit their needs.

For students who want more room and are not as concerned with having a sports car,
cars like this 1993 Ford Crown VIctoria might fit the bill. A four-door vehicle provides
more room for a family, which is someth ing young couples should consider. In
general, Insurance for a family car is cheaper than for a sports car.

•

Looking at vehicles helps 1n purchase

...

By ROB_H..:..:.A..:..:.R..:..:.T~~=----
Assistant Campus Life Editor

.;
~

•'

.•
~

So you're getting your degree,
you've got a job and now it's
time to get a car. How do you
make sw·e you get the car that
is going to fit your driving
habits the best?
Bob StiMwell, genera L sales
manager at Cam's Chrysler·
Plymouth-Dodge-Jeep-Eagle .
said the best way is by seeing
what's on the lot.
"'l'he best way, honestly, is to
go look at the cars," Stillwell
said . "You can buy the

magazineR, but if you are not
concerned with how many G's it
will pull in a corner or how fast
it takes it to go from 0 to 60,
then the magazines may not
help you."
Jerry Henry, a finance and
sales officer at Carrol MazdaNissan-Volkswagon, ~qid it is
important to talk to a salesperson about what your driving
needs are.
"The main thing is to sit
down and trust the salesman, if
you can trust n ca1· salesman,
and talk about what you need

the car to do," he said.
Wells Purdom, president of
Purdom Motors, said a buyer
should have an idea of how
much he can afford.
"The first thing they need to
decide is what kind of car payment will fit into their budget,"
~eotn sfid. "They w~t tp_get
the most car for what they can
afford to pay."
How much the car costs and
how much payments will be are
the questions Stillwell is asked
most frequently. Also, he said
there is some confusion among

buyers about whether
American cars are actually
manufactured in America.
"A Chevrolet isn't necessari·
ly a Chevrolet anymore." he
said.
Other questions dealers are
commonly asked include what
colora are. available, how ltiany
miles per gallon, what"'typil of
warranty, does it have an air
bag or anti-locking brakes and
how powerful is the engine.
Dealers should also ask questions to make sure the car will
fit the buyer's driving needs.

''A good salesman will ~sk av 1 courtesy for them," Purdom
lot of questions: what type of said.
driving do you do?, what are
Procedures for allowing test
your hobbies?, how many peo- drives vary from place to place.
ple in your family? Then he'll
Purdom said the company's
try to guide you to vehicles bas- insurance makes it necessary
ed upon your needs." Stillwell for the salesperson to accomsaid.
pany the prospective buyer.
All . three dealers said they while _Henry snid the sal~sper
take care of the paperwork in· son ~ 1 11 offer to go, but IS not
vol ved with taxes and required .
•
"Most people would not turn
licensing.
over a $20,000 to $25,000 item
"Most people don't want to to someone they've known for
take the time to go down to the only one minute," Sti11well
courthouse, so we do that as a said.

Memories of driving test include feelings of anxiety
ByROB~H~A
~R~T__________
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"I had an ar{,rumenl with the
lady about orH! of the quesSweaty palms, elevated heart tions," Price said. " It was about
rate and an intense fear of if a small animal runs into the
failure are all ;;igns of that road. do you hit the animal or
singular passage from swerve to miss the animal. I
adolescence to adulthood: the forget what all the choices
were, but I chose the wrong one
driving test.
For some, taking the test for evidently. She said that's not
thai first driver's license i:; just what you do, and at that point I
a formality, finished quickly had never hit an animal and
she wanted me to hit the
and without problems.
For others, it is someLhing animal. And so we had a big
they would rather forget about, animal-rights discussion "
Price's difficulties didn't end
one of those things your parents
tell you that you will someday there.
"I almost failed the eyesight
look back at and laugh.
Shelley Price . a senior deal because you look into that
Spanish, English and secon- little thing and there's like dots
dary education major from on trees and stuff and I can't
Hopkinsville, had problems see worth a damn," she said. "I
with the written exam, well didn't have my contacts in and I
before .tne driving part of the didn't bring my glasses, so I
almost failed that part. I ·did
exam .
Assistant Campus Life Editor

1
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fail, actually, and I told her I'd
slip in my contacts and she was,
like, OK. She let me slide by on
that one."
The next step for Price was to
pass the driving part,
something that a lso did not
come easily.
"There was this man that
looked like the chief on Police
Academy who got in my car,"
she said. ''I hud to parallel
park. I'd never parallel parked
before and I hit the curb of
course. I laughed and he just
kind of looked at me.
"He was writing and he never
looked up. He says, 'Go down
this street right here.' I turn on
my blinker and do everything I
was supposed to do and I'm
slowing down because , there's
this little old lady crossing the
street very slowly. But he's not

even looking up and he's saying, 'Speed up, speed up, why
a re you slowing down?' And so I
speed up and I say, 'But there's
this little old lady' and I slam
on the brakes and he almost
goes through the windshield.
"This little old lady. it's a
wonder she didn't have a heart
attack because my car was pro·
bably a foot away from her. He
didn't say anything, he was in
utter shock and I say, 'That's
why I was slowing down,' and
he says, 'OK.'"
She finally passed the exam.
Brandon Ware, a graduate
student in economics from
Owensboro, did not have any
difficulty with his test.
"Most people told me they
had a woman and she graded
haa·d and some people had n
man and he didn't grade as

hurd," Ware said. "To me, she
didn't grade as hard as people
were saying."
One of Ware's friends did not
have such an easy time.
"He was ju st backing up, getting ready to parallel park, a nd
rreeeeoorr- he ran over a cat,"
Ware said. "He didn't pass that
time, but he passed the next
time."
Joe Watkins, a senior occupa·
tiona} safety and health major
from Anchorage, Alaska, had
no problems getting his
automobile license. It was his
motorcycle license that literally
threw him for a loop.
''I'd been riding for years a nd
never had a motorcycle license
and I decided to go get one to be
legal," Watkins said.
He borrowed a brand new

bike ft•om a friend to take the
test.
"I thought I'd take a smaller
motorcycle than the one I had
because it'd be easier to do,"
Watkins said. "So l got out
there to take my test and it was
one of those computerized ones
where you had to go X amount '
of miles an hour around a corner and then hit the brakes and
I was doing X amount of miles
an hour around a corner and
then hit the brakes and wasn't
used to the brakes and hit a little bit of gravel and just wiped
out and wrecked this guy's
brand new motorcycle."
Watkins said there was about
$500 in damage to the bike.
" He wasn't all thul mad, but
it was his old lady's," Watkins
said. "She was kind of upset,
but got over it."
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,:~; Motor .Milestones

'\

• 1769 - Swiss engineer Nicholas Cugnot developed a
steam-powe red tractor.
• 1889 · Carl Benz, a German, built a tricycle car powe red by
a one-cylinder gasoline engine.
• 1893 · First successfu l U.S . gas powered car was built by
Frank and Char1es Duryea.
• 1900-01 - Locomobile steamer was the most popular car
sold in the U.S.
• 1908 • J-1enry Ford introduced the Model T

.

••
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'
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The automobile has not been just a 20th century idea. Even
back in the 1700s, inventors were working hard towards what
i we now know as 'the car'.

·~.·

Source. CHICAGO TRIBUNE

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

0--~-.-~-u-,~-.-~-~-n-Fc-~------For many students, having to pay car insurance takes a big chunk out of their a lready low
budgets.
However, s tudents may be e ligible for discounts if the y maintain a 3.0 grade point average. In a ddition, if they own vehicles with antilock bra kes, motorized seat belts and air bags.
Anti-theft devices and alarms a re a lso included.
With all the differe nt kinds of Ins urance on the
market today, stude nts have ma ny choices.
Story on page 10

Police notHjcation

Moral coudesy

In case of a wreck that causes property damage, the police should be noti·
fied immediately so an accident re port
can be completed.
For anyone who has a wreck within
the city limits, the Murra y Police De·
partment may be reache d at 753-1621
or 911 if it is a n e me rgency.
Outside the city limits, motorists
should contact the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department or the Kentucky
State Police a t 1·800-222-5555.
The police will fie a report which the
motorist is responsible for taking to the
insurance office.

Anyone who has driven a car has
probably ha d the misfo rtune of hearing
a thud from outside the car signifying
the death of a n a nimal .
Although there is no law a bout a
driver's obligations, Murray Police Offi·
cer Melody Jones said it is a moral
courtesy to notify the owne r if the animal is a personal pet.
However, pet owne rs in Murra y a re
e xpected to keep the ir a nima ls res trained. Pet owne rs in the county may
let their a nima ls run loose during the
day, butthe a nimals must be restrained
at night.

'
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DUI's down in Murray
office and fill out necessary
papers.

By KELLY MENSER
Start Writer

Photo by MELISSA FARNUM

BREAKDOWN BLUES
VIcky Breece, a graduate student in radio/TV from Risco,
Mo., examines her engine by the side of the road. After
dark, stranded motorists should remain in their vehicles
unt il help arrives.

Placement of automobiles
aids in determining. events

I

By AMY HELM
Campus lire Editor

At one point or another,
everyone will probab ly h ave
the misfortune of eit her
witnessing a wreck or being
a participant .
Melody Jon e s, public
information officer for the
Murray Police Department
said anytime p roperty
damage has been caused as a
result of a wreck , the police
have to be notified.
"The rule of thumb is to
call th e police and once a
report is done, it is the
respo:n.sibility of the vehicle
owner to turn it over to the
insurance company," J ones
said.
.
When a person is involved
in a two·car accident, the
question most frequ ently

As college students travel
long distances to and from
home, there is an even greater
risk than usual of being stopped
for speeding, driving under the
influence of alcohol or other
traffic violations.
However, Officer Kenneth
Claude of the Murray Police
Department said such violations among Murray State
students, particularly DUI,
have significantly declined in
recent years.
" A lot of people are getting
smart and using designated
drivers," Claude said.
Unfortunately, there are still
some who drink and drive.
Claude listed three initial tests
usually involved to determine
whether a driver is under the
influe nce of alcohol : the
vehicle-in-motion test, face-to·
face evidence and a standard
field sobriety test.

The vehicle-in-motion test,
Claude said, is based on a
patrolman's observations of the
asked is whether the cars vehicle. For instance, if the car
is swerving, weaving or crossshould be moved.
jng the center line, the officer
"If the cars are not causing will alert the driver to pull
a traffic hazard, then leave over, and will proceed to theset hem ," J ones said. "If there cond detection test.
is a possibility that anoth er · Once a policeman approaches
accident could happen, it is a the driver, such things as slurjudgement call that has to be red speech and the smell of
made. Every wreck has its alcoholic beverages may be
own variables."
noticed. If this happens, the
However,
Jones
did standard field sobriety test is
emphasize that placement of administered.
the vehicles often helps the
Claude said if the driver can·
police to determine what not perform the 'normal' tasks
happened during the wreck.
involved in t he field test, such
as standing on one leg or walk·
"I think most statistics ing a straight line, he is
show that intersections are arrested.
A fourth analysis, the intoxcausing the most accidents,"
Jones said. "People running ilizer or a urine or blood test,
red lights and stop signs and would be administered after the
dr iver attention are the driver is taken to jail. Claude
leading causes of accidents." said if the accused were to

Speeding adds
points to license
!Sf·KELLV MENSER
Staff Writer

Children are taught to think of policemen as their friends.

But when that sweet 16th birthday comes around and those

~<children" begin driving, that friendly relationship is quick·
ly re-evaluated.
The protection students use against their new-found "foe"
with a radar gun is a radar detector. However, some. still get
caught for speeding and find their che(!kbooks suffering the
co~quences .

Calloway County attorney David Harrington said the
amount of the fine varies with the number of miles exceeding
U.& ~d limit. an offender was going. Each judge also
sentences differently, he said.
Oat.e thing that does not change is the number of points a
driver traveling a certain speed receives for his license. For
ins~nce, Harrington said three points are assigned to the
driver~s license of one who was g(jing between one and 15
miles per hour .more than the speed limit, and six points are
vtven to those who were d~d as speedini; at 16 to 25 addi·
tiorull miles per hour. He said if driver accumulates 12
po!Ats in a two-year period, his license is suspended.
Harrington wd people worry more about the points added
to their licenses than about fines because points affect
a..-toO\obil~ insurance rates.
4
· '1'1ult'a what people are mainly concertted With," be said.
Jolul St;evena, a sophomore radio-television major from
UaWSOil Springs, recently learned about the penalties for
apeed.ing. He said he did not realize he was speeding.
. "lwasn1 t. paying ~n:Y attention to how fast l was going or to
the $peed limit," he said.
$tevene ,had to pay a fine and court costs, but will have the
Oft'ense :and points remove& from his driving record after he
has completed a session of traffic t:tchool.
Julie Stoner, afrcshman animal health teChnology major
from Sikeston. Mo., also was stopped for speeding this
semester - twice in about three weeks.
"I've been pulled ov~r befo1·e, so it wasn't that big of a
deal," Stoner said.

a

refuse to take the fourth test,
an additional six- month
driver's . license s uspension
could be added to the eventual
penalty.
That penalty depends on the
amount of similar offenses the

driver has acquired, said David
Harrington, Calloway County
attorney.
Romaine said s tudent car in·
s urunce is effecti ve after
students come lo an insurance
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OPEN FOR LUNCH AT 11;30 A.M.
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1st runner-up -David Weatherlv
2nd runner-up -Jeff Piskos "
Crowd Ap~~al- Jeff Piskos
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Alpha Omicron Pi would liketo
tliank everYone who attended
Mr. MSU and assisted us in
the Arthritis Research Foundation

-

MAIN OFFICE, 5TH & MAIN • NORTI-1 BRANCH, 12TH & CHESTNUT
~UIH BRANCH, lZlli & SfORY• MSUTELLER MACHINE, CURRIS CENTER
PHO~E: 75..~3231 • TIME & TEMPERATURE: 753-6363

According to state law, no
matter the number of offenses,
alcohol evaluation and treat·
ment are included in the
sentence. In addit ion to this, a
first-time offender can be fined
between $200 and $500 andor
be sentenced from 48 hours to
30 days in jail. Also, the
driver's license is suspended for
90 days, but after 30 days, a
hardship license may be obtain·
ed to drive to work , school or
other necessary places.
Harrington said those who
commit a second offense within
five years of the first may be
fined between $350 and $500,
and must serve seven days to
six months injail. Additionally,
the driver's license is suspended for 12 months, with no hard·
ship license option.
A third drinking and driving
offense within five years of the
first constitutes a $500 to
$1.000 fine and between 30
days and one year of jail time,
with the driver 's license
suspended for two ye~rs.
Harrington said t he state
issued a 1991 law concerning
fourth -time offenders. Cases
which fall in this category are
classified as felonies and are
sent to circuit court where one
to five years in a state peniten·
tiary may be sentenced.
Although he said there is an
increasing number of repeat of.
fenders , Harrington agreed
with Claude that student DUI's
are decreasing.
" Generally, there's not a pro·
blem with it," Harrington said.
"Most of the students have
designated drivers and t hey'll
watch their drinking. The few
student cases usually occur im·
mediately before the school
year begins and near the end of
the year."

,
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Car alarms often
•
ignored by ·th 1eves
•

s a id. "The biggest problem
lies with those who will only
be there a minute."
Wisehart said car alarms
are largely ineffective for
thieves because breaking into
a car and stealing a valuable
takes one to five seconds.
"They don't care if the
alarm is going off," h e said.

By PENNY RIDENOUR
Reporter

Anyone
thinking
of
stealing a car stereo might
end up having to shell out
$4,750 if caught.
Carl Martin, detective
captain at Murray State
University Public Safety,
said the monetary losses
including restitution for the
property and damage to the
vehicle, bail, retaining a
lawyer for t rial, fmes and
court costs did not compare to
the possibility of being a
convicted felon.
Any stolen property worth
over $300 qualifies as a cl888
Photo by JUO COOK
D felony which carries a
Customizing one' s car is common, although many opt to use professionals Instead of doing the penalty of one to five years
work themselves. People can easily spend thousands of dollars customizing a car, but most say in a federal penitentiary.
• It's worth lt.
"Obviously, breaking into
a car, especially on campus,
is more pre valent than
stealing the car itself," said
I

I

·:Co-eds make cars unique
~ By HERB BANKS
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Staff Writer

Ever wonder why those cars
with the ghiny wheels and the
dark tinted windows pass by
with that sometimes annoying
loud thump and boom?
It is all part of personalizing
one's vehicle.
It is people like Matt Martin,
a senior recreation major from
Paducah, who enjoy spending
time with their vehicles and
showing them off in car and
stereo shows.
"It is the thrill of compctition," Martin said. "It is going
to a show and seeing what
everyone else has done to their
vehicles."
"The shows are a way to improve on what you have done to
your car." Martin said.
Personalizing a car can often
be a very expensive habit that
is sometimes worth the while if
Ydon(l the t1 . :way.
•
Martin said he has won 25

trophies, 12 from stereo com·
petitions and 13 from car shows
in which he has 10 first place in
the last five shows.
"The trouble with personalizing a car is it becomes difficult
because there are so many
others that are similar to yours
and you want yours to stand out
in the crowd and be different,"
Martin said.
"The first thing I do is add
new wheels and tires. Then I
tint the windows and when I
have the money I add a stereo
system to make the car com·
plete," Martin said.
Martin has had five cars since
he has been 16. He has added a
personal touch to each to mo.ke
it ~tand out.
Jeff Stetler, a senior
technology major from
Hamilton, Ohio, gets into
designing ways of personalizing
car:>.
Stetler likes to spend his time
building stereo boxes which

make the cars boom.
''I have always enjoyed working on cars and I find it relax·
ing to spend time hooking up
stereo equipment. It a lso gives
me a little extra money on the
side,'' Stetler said.
" I believe the first thing someone should do to personalize
a vehicle is add wheels, then
tint the windows and if any
money is left, install a stereo,"
Stetler said.
"Money controls and limits
what one can do to personalize
a vehicle and it is easy to go in
debt very quickly," Stetler said.
Stetler said adding a security
system is a must when one has
finished personalizing their
vehicle.
" Security alarms are a must
for everyone. They not only pro·
vide protection for t he vehicle,
but for the owner also," Stetl~r
said. "The alarm can be used m
a panic situation to provide a
call of help when needed." •

By HERB BANKS
Staff Writer

Memor ies, oh memories. How
sweet they are.
It seems like only yesterday,
a day of anticipation when the
hands rrrst hit the steering
wh ee l and simultaneously
everyone became your friend.
Remember that first car, the
one that was as big as a barge
and drove like a Mack truck?
Several professors at Murray
State University have ready
recollections of their fondest
memories about their first cars.
Kent Forrester , professor of
English , said his first car was a
1927 Ford.
"The car was given to me by a
neighbor ," Forrester said.
" My fondest memory of my
first car is when I was sit~, at
stOp sigilwitfdhree fneri'a!,"

·a

Great job in Mr. MSU
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Love, the Sisters of

,

- Det. Ronald Wisehart

Tommy Phillips, detective
sergeant at Public Safety.
Detective Ronald Wisehart
of the Murray Police
Department said theft from
cars is almost an epidemic
in Murray.
"They are hitting us about
one a night," h e said,
referring to the city and
campus collectively.
Wisehart said the fraternity and sorority houses
are being hit especially hard.
"There are people actually
waiting in the shadows," h e

The best theft prevention is
to leave nothing of value in

the passe nger compartment
of the car and parking in a
place frequented by people.
Item s commonly st olen include CD players, car stereos
and purses or wallets.
However, the problem is not
as bad as it has been.
Martin said in March 1986,
28 ste r eos were lost. The
activit y wa s linked to rings
of thieves and arrests were
made.

Profs remember old cars

CONGRATULATIONS
KEITH DEAN!

l

''There are people
actually waiting in
the shadows.''

I

LAI

Forrester said. "The street ran
by my school and everyone
walking looked and admired
me."
Forrester said everyone
wishes he still had his first car,
including him.

Statesman coupe.
John Adams, associate professor of English, did.
Adams said it was a nerd car
with a two-tone light and dark
green exterior.
"1 hated that car, the brand
and the color," Adams said.

J ack Wilson, associate pro·
fessor of mathematics, bought
Ruth Jacquot, director for the
his first car, a 1932 Model A center of environmental educaFord Coupe, for $50 and later tion, does not have very fond
sold the car for $40 with a memories of her first car.
busted rod in the engine.
'·The first car I ever owned
r H ' 'l
,_,t; t"..
"th
h Sb d " Jac
''It was all I could afford at was . wt. .~Y u an •
the time," Wilson said.
quot sat_d. It wns a 1954 gree!l
Wilson said he was glad to get and whtte Chevy Sedan and 1t
rid of t he '32 Ford, but he now threw a ro~ ~wo months after
wishes he had every car he had we bought tt.
ever owned with some
Jacquot said they did not
exceptions.
make cars back then to be
Imagine borrowing $248 from driven with much mileage, like
dear olt da det.o buy.'a 194S:Naeh they. do wday.

TABER'S BODY SHOP
24 Hour Wrecker SeiVice
~
~

1301 Chestnut St.
Day or Night 753-3134
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Come See

Westwood Wine & Liquors
and
Westwood Warehouse Party Block
for all ~our

l

Party Supplies
West Wood at the "Y"
P.O. Box 292
Paris, TN. 38242
Wines & Liquors (901) 642-7714
Party Block
(901) 642-7366
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Students seek coverage
By PAMELA R. DIXON

based on the financial status of
the insurance company. It
generally means the insurance
company is financially sound
enough to pay its bills.
Students also need to compare
prices and agents. If their in·
surance agent does not give
them good personal service,
they need to seek another
representative."

Staff Writer

There's more to driving a car
than getting behind the wheel.
Students need to think about
car insurance and the costs
behind haVing it.
Robert Billington, principal
of Murray Insurance Agency,
said there are several types of
car insurance availiable.
"There are seven different
types of coverage under per·
sonal auto policies." Billington
said. "First, there are bodily injury and property damage
policies. The bodily injury
clause pays for the other person's injw-y if you are the
negligent party. Tlie property
damage clause pays for damage
to the other person's vehicle if
you are at fault."
Billington said there is the
personal injury protection or
Kentucky No-Fault Law for
Kentucky residents.
" This clause says that
whomever is at fault, your in·
surance pays the first $10,000.''
Billington said.
Billington said the uninsured
and underinsured motorist
policies are the two with which
most people ·a re confused.

...call the insurance agent. Being
properly insured is every car owner's
responsibility. Here are the seven
types of personal auto policies:

1. Bodily Injury
2. Property damage
3. Underinsured motorist
4. Uninsured motorist
5. Personal injury protection
6. Physical damage (for a vehicle)
7. Collision I Comprehensive (for a vehicle)
Source: ROBERT BILLINGTON

The age of students is also important for those who want to
purchase insurance.

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

"The uninsured motorist and hail damage. The second
policy covers 'additional type is collision which is when a
medical to you if you are in- vehicle collides with another
jured by an uninsured motorist. car or another object such as a
The underinsured motorist tree. This is usually a case
policy covers insurance over where the driver is negligent.''
and above the other person's
Harold Romaine, an agent for
liability," Billington said.
Shelter Insurance, said there
"There are two types of vehi- are three ratings for insurance
cle insurance,'' Billington said. companies.
" Physical damage or full
"Students need to look for a
coverage covers events such as company with an A or Afire , theft, vandalism or wind rating," he said. "This rating is

"Rates for anyone under 21
are very high," Romaine said.
''There are more accidents
among mote inexperienced
drivers and insurance companies feel they are a greater
risk. Students between the
ages of 21-25 and married
females incur lower rates.
Males age 21 who are married
also have excel1ent rates. After
the age of 26 rates for everyone
are the same."
Billie Jo Powell, a senior nursing major from Henderson,
said students should be committed to the responsibility of car
insurance.

Cars a must for non-traditionals
By ROB HART

"It's Japanese," Kauppinen
Assistant campus Ufe Editor
,
said. "It says Plymouth on it
For some traditional but when you open the hood it
students, owning a car is a lux- says Mitsubishi. That's part of
ury, a way to get quickly to · the reason we bought it. I trust
class, home, work or play. But Japanese cars over other cars.
for many non-traditional They told us it came over on a
students, owning a car is a boat and they put it together in
necessity because of long com- Seattle, Wash., so that was it.
mutes and family obligations.
That was one of · ou r
Carol Kauppinen, a junior motivat ions."
history and secondary educaKauppinen bad problems
tion major from Waukeegan, with the American cars she has
Ill., bought a 1992 P lymouth owned: a Camaro and a
Colt Vista in illinois before Cbevette.
moving to Aurora in July.
"The wheel flew off the
Where the car was made was Camaro for no reason," she
one of the prii_D.ary coD.&idera- said . " There was always
tions in buying it.
, something wrong with it like

the beater wouldn't work or the
fuse would blow. Little things
were always wrong with it."
Kauppinen said she relied on
automotive magazines and the
recommendations of friends in
choosing the Vista.
"I've never had a friend who
bad a Japanese car,that wasn't
dependable," she said.
Shannon Doughty, a senior
nursing major who commutes
30 minutes from Wingo, drives
a 1978 Chevrolet Caprice.
She spends about $25 a week
on ~asoline and recently had
pr;o~lems wilh the carburator~
making
... it hard to get to classes.

"I had to have friends bring
me," she said.
Pam Wright, a sophomore
English major from Mayfield,
drives to class every day in a
1988 Nissan Sentra, which she
bought when it was new.
''That car only had about
three miles on it when I bought
it," she said: "I was so excited.' '
A reliable 1981 Datsun 210
convinced Wright to invest in
another Japanese car and she
has not been disappointed.
"I love it. I haven't bad a bit
of trouble with it. I drive the
hell out of it and 'this oi\'e{)ust
takes it."
~~
~
{

Only 5 week§ 'ti{ Cliristmas,
~ your jewe{ry/gift Cawaways
now!

J.T. Lee, Jeweler
~n

.

By ROB HART
Assistant Campus Life Editor

Imagine coming to Murray from a city with a population of
several million, a place where to get from point A to point B
you have the choice of taking the bus, taking the subway,
taking the train, or if you have a little extra cash, taking a
taxi.
Imagine coming to Murray and finding no real mass transit
and wondering how you're going to get to the doctor, get
groceries or pick up a relative or loved one at the airpo1-t in
Paducah or Nashville.
For many of t he international students who attend Murray
State University, th is is t he situation in which t hey find
themselves.
Ruth Jackson, international student adviser, said
automobile ownership for international students is
something not taken for granted.
"For international students, this is not a luxury, this is ge·
nuinely a necessity," J ackson said. "Students who have cars
in Murray, and especially international students who have
cars in Murray, have them because they have to have the
transportation."
Much of whether or not an international student buys a car
depends on where the student comes from and if he has a
1'
family.
The difference in driving regulations, such as driving1 on
the right side of t he road as opposed to the left side, C!luses
some international students problems.
..
" I had one young man from Indonesia who had driven al
home for years," J ackson said. " In Indonesia, they drive on
the other side of the road. He saved his money and he bought
a car. Then he bad to learn to drive it because he had no ac·
cess to a car until he bought one. He said every time he went
to shift gears, he rolled t he window down because he was used to the gear lever being on the other side."
'
International students sometimes have difficulty getting a
driver's license because the perception of how to word.a ~est •
question may vary between different cultures.
· · •
Jackson said several years ago an American student with
an international roommate became th e unofficial automobile
adviser for many of the students from his roommate's native
·
country.
"At one t ime be was giving lessons to four different
students, and they had gone through the book and he had
really worked with them on what was allowed and what
wasn't allowed and what was legal and what wasn't legal,"
she said. "And he took them all down to take the written test
and they all failed."
t
~
1
After the process was repeated, the students failed a Aecbnd •
time, and the American student asked to see what the group
was missing so be could work with them on that.
"The examiner got the tests out and showed him, and they
had all failed for exactly the same reason," she said. "There
was a question, or maybe two, on the written test about driving when you are drinking. The four ofthem knew you were
not allowed to drive and drink, so they skip~d the question
because obviously it w uld not apply to tb{,m.u
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Congra~ula~ions

-RUNNING OUT.

Dlldeland Center
759-1141
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- T I M E IS

Love,
the sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta

American driving
strange to others

~o ~he .Jt,~iss ..zt,~SU
con~es~an~s:

lenaifer Lan@ford
Brandl Parish
Shannon Wllkins
leah Ahel- 1st alternate

Monday-Friday
10 a .m.- 6 p.m.

Yt1UT Ukas tum to gof4

~eea

llllfl
S.u bmit your work
to Notations
Deadline: Dec. 1, 1992
Poetry, fiction, & DOD•ftctiOD. can be submitted to Enefiah
Department , Faculty Hall 7th Floor. Indwte name, phone number,
addreu, & all work double .-paced. Writinga will uot be returned.
Artiste JD8Y pick up an entry form to aabmit artwork from Art
Department. Extended Art Deadlme: December 2. For edditiooal
questiona, atop by Engliah or Art Department.

:EAI

for making Miss MSUI
.Loue, the cSi~te't~

AL\ll
AOll

We have really enjoyed DJing
all of you this semester.
Thanks I
Ray Stiff
Chris Erwin

Dec. 2
MI~HAfl DOUGLAS
A brutal murd~r.
A brilliant kill~r.

A rop who ron 't
rt!llilll ~ dan~r.

You did Great!
And to the A Oil's
for another soeeessful
Pageant!

,
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Love, the Sisters ofAl ha SigmaAl ha $1.50 with MSU ID
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congratulation

Show Times: 3:30 7:00 & 9.·30
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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\h.l·""
KRIS
LAWRENCE
Arts and

Entertainment
Editor

Campus
packed
with

events
Today is the last day to
attend the Christmas Bazaar
in the Curris Center . The
arts and crafts fair will be
held from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
For more information call

762-6961.
Photos courtesy of COLUMBIA PICTURES

Melanie Cron will give a
senior trombone r ecital
Sunday at 2 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall of the Doyle
Fi ne Arts Cen ter . F r ee
admission.

LEFT. Dracula (Gary Oldman) seduces Mlna
(Winona Ryder) In a scene from Brsm Stoker'•
Dracula. ABOVE. Dracula threatens his legal
adviser, Jonathan Harker (Keanu Reeves). The film
grossed $32 million during Its opening weekend
making It the seventh-biggest opening In hlatory and
the largest non-summer opening ever.

Other Dracula films •. •

'Dracula' ta;kes
bite out of horror
By KATHY EIDSON

REVIEW

Staff Writer

Dracula. Does the sound of
that name frighten you? Go see
Francis Ford Coppola's Dracula
and your fears will be put to
rest.
Simply put, Dracula "sucks."
No pun intended.
This movie was star-studded,
but the fact of the matter is that
even a cast of Anthony
Hopkins, Winona Ryder and
Keanu Reeves could not rescue
this bomb.
... with really great titles you might
Hoping to see another Cop·
pola masterpiece such as The
have missed...
Godfather, I realized my expec• Batman Rghts Dracula (Philippines) tations were quickly whither·
ing away.
• Billy the Kid Versus Dracula
In the ftrst scene, Vlad the
• Dracula vs. Frankenstein
Impaler , p layed by Gary
• House of Dracula
Oldman, leaves his love to bat·
• Blood of Dracula
tle invading Turks in the name
• Tastethe Blood ofDracula
of God. Following a brutal war,
• Blood of Dracula's castle
Vlad returns to his castle only
• Horror of Dracula
to discover Elisabeta, played by
• Mga Manuggang nl Drakula
Ryder, had taken her own life.
(The ln·Laws of Dracula, Philippines)
After 1·eceiving a devious letter
• Brides ofDracula
informing her that her prince
• Dracula's Widow
was dead, Elisabeta plunges
• Son of Dracula
herself into the river far below.
• Dracula and Son
This scene was very
• Dracula ·s Daughttr
unrealistic. I realize this tale is
• Dracula's Dog
set centuries ago, but what 1
• Countess Dracula
didn't expect was the archaic
• Does Dracula Really Suck?
style of the special effects.
• Lust of Dracula
Vlad proceeds to denounce
• Dracula Meets the Outer Space
God and pronounce an
Chicks
everlasting bond with the devil
• Dracula (TheDirty Old Man)
himself, therefore becoming
• El Vamplro y e/ Saxo (Mexico)
Dracula.
• TenderDracu/1
Four centuries later,
• Blacula
Jonathan Harker, played by
• Dracula Is Dud and Well and
Reeves, is called upon by the
Living In?ondon
Count to adjust his will. Harker
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY travels to none other than

Sunday at 3:30 the Murray
State University Chamber
Orchestra will presen t its
first concert of the season in
the Annex Recital Hall of the
Doyle Fine Arts Center. The
orchestra will be conducted
by its director , Den nis
Johnson. Free admission.

Film a great one
to sink teeth into
By ANDREA JONES
Staff Writer

REVIEW

The famous blood-sucking
Dracula's castle in seducer of women returns to the Dracula includes a storm at sea
silver scl'een in Bram Stoker's that is brilliantly portrayed,
Transylvania.
complete with aut hentic lookReeves' performance in Point Dracula.
This film brings new insight ing waves and wind. As the '
Break, although not very convincing, outshined his perfor· into the story of Count Dracula, ship rocked back a nd forth, I
ma n ce in Dr ac ul a by a developing the main character felt my stomach doing t he
longshot. His boyish looks only into one of sympathy and same. As the land race to the
castle continues, the men on
added to the embicility of his mystery.
horsebac k a r e fig htin g
The
film
centers
around
ch aracter.
Dracula's gypsies, trying to
Dracula's
search
for
the
love
of
Coppola could have been a lithim before t he sun sets.
stop
his
wife,
reborn
as
Mina
Mur~
tle more subtle when he
directed the scenes with Lucy, ray, played by Winona Ryder. The high cliffs and sunset are
Mina's best friend, played by The only problem is that Mma very impressive.
So many of the "vampire
Sadie Frost. Bestiality is quite is engaged and later married to
are disregarded in this
rules"
Jonathan
Harker,
played
by
explicit when the big bad wolf
film.
For
example, wood is not
Keanu
Reeves.
Harker
is
steals her virginity in the dep·
the
on
ly
mater ial driven
Dracula's
legal
adviser.
A
love
ths of the shrubbery.
through
the
hearts of unfor·
triangle
evolves
in
which
In comes Professor Abraham
tunate
vampires
and decapitaDracula
u
ltimately,
and
not
van Hels i ng, played by
tion becomes a necessary part
Hopkins, to save any remnant suprisingly, is the winner.
Though the plot seems to of the death ritual. Garlic and
of Lucy's soul that can be
mimic
those of other vampire crosses are relatively ineffec·
salvaged. The professor is the
films,
the
characters and situa- tive. The old myth that a vamleader of the witch hunt, or
shall I say vampire hunt, or tions are quite different. pire has to be invited into a
Dracula throughout the film house by the owner before
wolf hunt, or bat hunt ...
becomes seen as a man trying entering is also thrown out the
His character was ridiculous, to gain the affection of t he one window. These changes in vambut Hopkins' noted cool com- he loves. Unlike other vam- pire trivia only make this fllm
posure brought t he only sense pires, he doesn't hypnotize that much more unique.
of normalcy to Dracula.
After the initial confusion
Mina and suck her blood. He
The entire movie was a disap- romances her and tries to win wears off, Dracula is a seat
pointing depiction of such a her love. As she falls in love gripping horrorlove film that is
classic tale. Instead of portray- with him, she begins to sure to leave audiences with
ing a reign of terror, an episode remember the details of her their mouths scraping the floor.
of The Munster.<; comes to mind. previous life as his wife.
To fully understand every
The film was intended to be
This well-developed love story aspect of the movie, I recom·
horrific, but instead it was a makes one fee l sorry for mend at least two viewings.
paramount of bad acting, Dracula. The movie portrays Overall, Dracula is a movie
sickening cinematography and his life as one misfortune after triumph of epic proportions
careless directing.
another, all from his love for his that accomplishes what no
In other words, do not waste wife. Besides the love story, other vampire movie ever has
the time or money to view this Dracula is a story of horror and - explaining t he origin of the
vampire and developing its
absurdity cal l ed a suspense.
"masterpiece."
The chase to find and kill main character.

The Quad St ate Junior
Band Concert will be held at
7 p.m. on Monday in Lovett
Auditorium.
Lee Ann Eakins will
present her senior voice
recital Nov. 30 at 8 p.m . in
Farr ell Recital Hall. Free
admission.
Ray Conklin will conduct
the MSU Brass Choir during
its chamber music recital
Dec. 1 at 8 p.m. in the Annex
Recital
Hall.
F ree
admission.
Sandra Perlow, a Chicagobased artist, will discuss h er
paintings at 7 p.m . in th e
Eagle Gallery of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center . Free
admission.
A
baccalaureat e
art
exhibition by Chri st opher
Wilkey in the Eagle Gallery
will run from Dec. 2 through
16. Free admission.

The Currie Center gallery
will house Mary Ba xter's
baccalaureate exhibition
from Dec. 2 through 16. Free
admission.
Studenkompoaed
electronic
music
and
composition& for traditional
instruments
will
be
presented Dec. 3 at 8 p.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall. Free
admission.
The Pogue Library i s
presenting a collection of
photographs relating t o t he
history
of music
in
Kentucky. The collection,
titled We Will Sing One
S o ng, will be on display
through the end of November.
The photos, which are on
loan from t he Ken t ucky
Historical Socie ty, dep ict
Kentucky composers, brass
banda, mueical instruments
and famous performers. The
Pogue Library is open
Monday through Friday from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m . and
Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m .

IIii~W

The
deadlin e
fo r
submissions to Notations, the
student literary magazine is
Dec. 1. Poetry, fiction and
essays will be accepted from
any and all students. Send
entries to Nota tio n s, c/o
English Department, Faculty
Hall, 1 Murray St., Murray,
~. 4.2071. All submissions
must be typed and dou blespaced and must include the
author's n ame, phone
number and address .
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Continued from Page 1

Photo by MELISSA FARNUM

Murray Mayor Bill Cherry signed a proclamation Monday designating this week
Rodeo Week In Murray. Murray State University Rodeo Club members present at
t he signing are, from left, Vice President Stan Maclin, a senior ag riculture
business major fro m Hayti, Mo; Karla Shew, a freshmen chemistry/pre-dental
major from Huntersville, N.C.; Tina Dunn, a freshmen pre-law major from Calhoun·
Coach Mike Cheesbro; and President David Sharp, a senior agriculture buslnes~
major from Jonesboro, Ga.

TARGETS
Continued from Page 1

• Decreasing the gap, within
the next three years, between
the percentage of the
Education and General
funds allocated to instruction
and those funds used for the
administration.
"That decrease should
consist of a minimum of 5
percent
reduction
in
'administration'," according
to the policy position paper.
• Decreasing, by 10 percent
in t]le next three years, the
educational and general
funds and student fees used
for athletics.
The Regents, however,
"favor
retaining
membership in the Ohio
Valley Conference (or its
logical successor) and
remaining competitive with
most of the Kentucky teams
within the conference."

8 Increasing the number of
full-time students by 600 in
the next three years.
8 Further diversifying the
student body through
recruitment of African
American
and
other
minority students.
''The minority population
should reach 6 and one-half
percent of the student body
within
three
years,"
according to the policy
position paper.
• Encouraging "innovation
and creativity, flexibility in
governance, diminished
regulation and paperwork
requirements," in addition
to, "reorganizations aimed at
streamlining
the
University," plus quality
oriented services and an
increase of, at least 15
percent over the next three
years,
in
student
employment opportunities.
The Regents also asked
for," centralized budgeting

and financial control and
the use of incentives to
encourage performance at all
faculty a nd staff levels,"
according to the policy paper.
8 Encouraging efforts, "to
create in this University a
'student
centered'
(consumer-oriented) campus
climate."
8
Instituting
"str ict
purchasing controls, very
little new construction with
University funds, unified
efforts to cut utility costs,
however we would be very
hesitant to spend fewer
dollars in the housing and
dining area."
• Expecting, in the event of
decreased funding, for the
reconstituted budget, "to
reflect the above priorities
and targets. Finally, we (the
Regents) expect to see a
reasonably detailed plan to
implement
the
board
expectations no later than the
Feb. 1993 meeting of the
Board."

physical disabilities, left
about a month ago.
A field representative for
the Kent ucky Assistive
Technology
Systems
Network, returned to the field
after the KATS grant ended.
"I am still operating out of
my home," Hudson said.
"Murray State has the
opportunity as do other places
to apply for th e KATS grant."
However,
Dr.
Betty
Blodgett, chairman of the
d epartment of special
education, said the renewal
would require a major
commitment of funds.
"The KATS money is
federal money and it is
being fazed out," Blodgett
said. "In order for us to
continue with KATS, it would
require matching funds. If
the services were required to
train the students, that would
be a different story. These
are not services that are
needed right now to train our
students. We continue to
have lots of hardware and
software to help disabled
people."
Whe n the KATS grant
ended, the equipment on-loan
from KATS had to be
returned. Among those items
were a Braille printer, an

EVALUATE
Continued from Page 1

course syllibi, examinations,
graded assignments, · term
papers and/or projects, and a
summary of the student
ratings.

instrument used to enlarge
print from books onto a
screen,
communication
devices and switches and
Intellikeys, which allows
one-band usage of a computer
keyboard.
"I had ordered other
equipment such as a voiceactivated environmental
contro l
system,
text
enlarging software, optical
head pointer which thr ough
an infrared system would
allow a person to use his
head to operate a computer
and various speech devices,"
Hudson said.
Dr. Ken Purcell, operations
manager of ATCOM, said he
has notice d the KATS
equipment is gone.
"It doesn't take much to
notice it is gone," he said.
"Right now, the only things
left are assistive device
switches for physically
handicapped people and I'm
not so sure they are of much
use without the equipment.
The basic computers are
there, but they are not adapted
to
the
physically
handicapped."
However , Weaver has a
different opinion.
"The KATS equipment,
with the exception of t he
Braille
printer,
wer e
duplicates of what we already
had," she said.
"The equipm ent that

belonged to KATS was ·
primarily used with severely ;
disabled people," Blodgett ·
said.
:
Velvet "Wilson, director of:
student support services and :
a member of the ATCOM :
board of directors, said the :
lab would still operate.
·
"The student workers :
would be trained to monitor :
the lab," Wilson said. "What :
I would like to see us do is ·
seek out other funding ·
sources to build back up. It's ·
not going to be immediate." ·
Hudson said student ·
workers cannot be trained to
fill these positions.
"It is impossible to train
student workers," Hudson
said. "The training is not in
a book. I had to be trained by
going to seminars. There's
no way a student worker
could do it."
John Glisson, who was
hired at ATCOM through the ·
Veterans Administration, is
leaving Nov.30 when his
internship ends.
Glisson, who is blind,
works
primarily
with
visually disabled people. on:
occasion, he helps them to:
become acquainted with the:
campus.
.
"I feel I am competent and
am qualified in knowing
what to look for," Glisson
said.

Cartwright said the inclusion
of student material in the
teaching portfolios is no cause
for concern because there is a
section in the Buckley Amendment that allows faculty access
to students' work if used for the
assessment of teaching evaluation. He also said the student's
name and any other indentify-

ing information will be com-·
pletely marked out before it is:
reviewed by the teaching:
evaluation committees.
.
"The student's work is used'
to evaluate the nature of
assignments to see if thev fit
the department's goals and to
see if students are reaching the
set goals," Posey said.
·

provide services.
Also in the Nov. 13 issue,
because
of
incorr ect
information supplied to a
reporter, the wrong date was
given for the start of
construction on the resional
special events center.
''We were told a few weeks
ago that they hoped to break

ground Alumni Weekend
next year," said Wilson
Gantt, co-chairman
of
fundraising for the center.
"But later on someone told
me the president (President
Ronald J. l{urth) said thaf
was not right. But we're still
definitely
looking
at
sometime in 1993."

Clarifications
A headline in the Nov. 13
issue of The Murray State
News
concer ning
the
Assistive Technology Center
of
Mid-America
was
incorrect. The lab will
remain open despite nant
funds being depleted.
However two assistive
technologists will no longer

••••••••••••••••
•••• • • • • • • ••• •••••• ••
••••
•••
•••
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RSITY CENTER
BOARD
BRINGS TO MSU•••

I
TUESDAY, DEC. 1
7 p.m. in Lovett Auditoritun

• •
•

•

Hilarious comedian seen on Comic Strip Live,
Sunday Comics, Evening at the Improv,
Comedy on the Road, MTV, Comedy Central,
and CaroUne's Comedy Hour

,

••
YOU CAN'T MISS THIS!!. •.
•
•••
••
•
•
•
•
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SPORTS
~ OVC
JAMES
LOCKWOOD
Sports

Editor

Adieu to a
good co·ach
One of the hardest things to
do as a journalist, and much
harder to do as a sports
writer, is to be objective.
Never mind the jokes about
oxymorons and an unbiased
journalist or the paper's
coverage of the political
arena this year. I can
honestly say I have tried to be
as objective as possible when
writing about the football
team this season. It has
meant straining hard to see
what the team really is, and
in doing so I think I gained
another perspective of what
intercollegiate football
means.
On the one hand, we have a
squad that takes much
money to represent our school
throughout the region. On
paper, it looks like 89
players, nine coaches, a huge
stadium and a travel budget.
It would be fair enough to say
that is what many people,
including myself, saw last
season.
On the other hand, we have
a team that does represent
our university, and it seems
over the past three years it
has looked more like a
symbol of shame than a
thing of beauty. It would be
fair enough to say that is
what many of the fans have
seen, and that seems to be
what the administration has
eeen {despite its assurances
that coach Mike Mahoney
resigned).
Trying to be objective,
though, I have learned the
only thing that would be fair
to say is that 89 individuals
were doing what they enjoyed
while nine other individuals
helped them enjoy it.
The fact is Sunday Mike
Mahoney will be gone and,
most likely, so will his
assistants. With him will be
gone the relationships he and
the assistante built with the
players.
Mike Mahoney was more
than a coach; for some of the
players he was a player, a
father and a teacher. He
knew the first thing the
players were were studente
who should enjoy some of the
same amenities of college as
other students. This was a
different approach than
previous coaches, who
brought these guys in to play
football - period.
Not every player agreed
with him, and not every
player disliked him.
However, what Mahoney did
for the team he did for the
players and not for himself.
No one can put a record on
that.
... Given one more year,
working with the same
players and with the same
offensive plan that has
earned the Racers the fourth
best offense in the
conference, the Racers might
actually be a contender for
the Ohio Valley Conference
title. It would be nice to see.
Never mind the reeord and
the budget, look at the faces.

Volleyball Championship

Title could mean post season play, but loss would end best season
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

It is hard to see how a lose
, _ , ,.. ,.,., lltw.l:l· 11
in the Ohio Valley ConFriday
Frldly
ference Volleyball ChampI p.m.
7:31p.m.
Friday
ionship could put a damper
IEMO
Zpm
. . AulllnPt•y
on the Racer volleyball
nneaee Tech
I
I
squad or coach Brenda BowlIUT · filll11n
Winner I
in.
But the Racers know they
Mlllllltltl
llndly
have the ability to beat every
lablrclly 2:30 p.lll. lablnlay
team in the tournament, as
& /7:31p.m
&/7:31p.m.
they have. And anything lese
Euaem ltelllllcllJ
than the championship would
MTIU
not be acceptable, the firstI
year head coach said.
!Murray state
Morthead
"We've come a long way,"
Friday
fridaY
Bowlin said of her 19-9 team.
I p.m.
7:31p.m.
''We've just got to believe in
ouselves.
Source: OVC
"Now people are looking
towards us."
"I think we have the most ution is not there. The sharpMurray State University
balanced
team," she said. "It ness is not there."
goes into the tournament with
Drawing Middle Tennis
going
to
come down to who
the conferences second best
easee
State University in the
record. The only blemish on makes the fewest mistakes."
first
round
baa also helped
Unfortunately, it has been
Austin Peay State Universthe
team.
Through
two matchthe
Racers
who
have
given
up
ity's record waa done by Mues,
the
Racers
only
dropped
the
most
mistakes.
In
games
rray.
But the Racers go into the against Austin Peay, South- one game against the Blue
first game Friday night east Missouri State Univers- Raiders, compered to the fivehaving loat six games over ity and Monday's game a- game and four-game matchthe past four weeks, three of gainst Southeastern Illinois es played against the UniUniversity, Bowlin said mis- versity of Tennessee-Martin,
them being to OVC schools.
Bowlin ia confident, take& gave games to the opp- who Bowlin said she thought
the team would have to face
though, her team can over- osition.
in the first round.
"We
might
be
tired
right
come those losses to make it
The Racers are also
now," she said. "The execthrough Sunday.

,.
,.

bracketed with SEMO. Bowlin said the team is looking
for a rematch with the Missouri rivals in the semifinals.
The first match went five
games, while the second only
went three.
However, Bowlin said her
team is looking for revenge,
knowing they should have
won the hour and 38 minute
match at Racer Arena.
"We owe ourselves in pride
to show them we are a good
team," she said.
.
The heavy favorite in the

Seniors lead squad into OVC championships
By SCOTT NANNEY
Statf Writer

Four seniors have taken on
leadership roles this season for
Murray State University's
volleyball team, leading the
Racers to a No. 2 seeding in the
Ohio Valley Conference
Volleyball Championships this
weekend.
Renee Bailey , Melisa
Webster, Belinda Rubio and
Beth Bair form a group that has
led the Racers to their best
finish in school history.
Bailey was the Racers' top
returning hitter and second on
the team with 2.01 kills per
game last season.
Bailey has contributed need·
ed experience and leadership to
Murray's the team coach Brenda Bowlin said.
·~nee is the most mature
and focused player on our
team," Bowlin said. "She is the
ideal 'go to' player on our team
in clutch time."
Webster is a 5-10 middle

Belinda Rubio

Mellsa Webster

Beth Balr

Renee Bailey

Setter

Mid·hitter

Outside hitter

Outside hitter

blocker and outside hitter from
New Ulm, Minn. Once she was
named Female Intramural
Athlete of the Year at MSU.
She was a mfijor contributor
on MSU's OVC championship
team in 1989 with 71 blocks
and played in 151 games.
Bowlin said Webster gets the
job done on the court.
"Melisa is very similar to

Renee in getting the job done,"
Bowlin said. "She is probably
the strongest. player on the
team, and is a proven leader."
Rubio is a 5-foot-4 server from
Round Rock, Tex., where she
helped Round Rock High to the
district, hi-district and area
championships and a 33-4
record as a senior.
Rubio was named Co-OVC

Player of the Week as a past few years," Bowlin said.
Bair is a 5-foot-6 outside hitsophomore while setting a few
ter who led the Racers with 49
records.
Rubio holds the single-season service aces last season.
Bair said her top goals for this
assist average at MSU with
4.68 per game, and recorded a year were to win the conference
second·best season high in tournament and have a better
assists with 637 in 1990.
season.
"Belinda is an· excellent
"I hope that the team can
server and passer, and has been come out here and win the OVC
a real asset to this team in the tournament," she said.

Season finale seen as Mahoney's swansong
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

In 1987, coach Mike Mahoney
came out of the game against
Western Kentucky University with
his first loaa aa a collegiate head
coach with the Racers.
Saturday's game against Western
will be Mahoney's last as head
coach for the Racers.
Mahoney has had a frustrating
season with poorly executed plays
stifling scoring drives and allowing
big plays by the opponents. He &aid
Saturday's loss to Tennessee State
. University was probably his most
frustrating loss this season.
"It was extremely disappointing
from the defensive aspect," the

outgoing coach said. ''We just were
not playing with the same intensty
(compared to Eastern Kentucky
University)."
To rectify the situation, Mahoney
baa replace three atarters on defense:
Anthony Hutch (right end), Martin
Diehl (inaide linebacker) and Fred
Davia (outside linebacker).
"We shook the line-up defensively
becauae I wasn't happy with the way
they played," Mahoney said.
But to avoid losing his last game
as head coach of the Racers, Mahoney said his offense needs to rise
to the occasion as well.
"You can't win scoring seven
points," he said.
Much of Saturday's game will

feature a lot of ground attacks.
Neither team is known for its passing, and Mahoney said if some fans
want to see some throwing, they need
to come to the warm-ups.
.
Western's ground attack is headed by Eddie 'Thompson, who has
rushed for 706 yards this season.
However, the quarterbacks have also
carried 186 times this season,
contributing greatly to the 2500 yards
gained on the ground for the seaaon.
Overall, Western comes into Murray with much the same team as the
Racers. A 3-6 record is not the only
similarity as the team has went
through budget turmoil that almost
nullified their season.
Mahoney, who is a WKU footbal

~--RA!_C_ER
__
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_

The bonds that tie

__,

OVC Preview

If Tennessee Tech University beats Middle Tannessee State University Saturday, there will be a three:-way tie
for the OVC title between Tech. MTSU and Eastern Ken,_.._·-~~·
tucky University.

Source: OVC

Graphic by HEATHER BEG~Y

tournament is Austin Peay.
While · Bowlin said their
bracket looks easy for the
Governors,
she
said
anything could happen before
Sunday's £mal.
Coming back for the
Racers will be Amy Rhodes.
A broken wrist kept her out of
the second half of the season,
but Bowlin said she might get
some play this weekend, although it will not be on the
front row.
Much pressure will be put
on the seniors and Sarah
Boland, a freshman who has
been starting in Rhodes'
place.
"It is going to be a key role
for her," Bowlin said.
Denise Donnelly, who has
led the team in assists, will
orchestrate much of the'show
for the team, Bowlin said.
"I look to her to run the
show again," she said.
"With Meliea (Webster), Renee (Bailey) and her rued
up, I think the rest will fall
in."
Forseeing an Austin Peay Murray State match up in the
final, Bowlin said abe thinks
there will be a dogfight for
the crown.
"We all know what lies
Sunday," she said.

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

With the long-awaited 1992-93 basketball
season on Its way, Murray State University
men's and women's teams are gearing up for
·
another exciting season.
The Runnin' Racers, on a high with five consecutive titles, are hoping to ·emerge OVC
champs once again.
And with much to prove, a new-look Lady
Racers team will be hoping to spring some
surprises this season.
Stories from page 38 to 68

season ticket holder as a result of
last spring's ticket drive, said · he
has been impressed with the play of
Murray's formal rival.
''There is an exceptional effort on
their part," he aaid.
As for his own players, Mahoney
said the emotion that has apurred the
team over the paat few weeks has
just ran out, but he wants to make
sure the focus on Saturday is the
game and not his departure.
"It really has not hit us," he said
of himself and his assistants. "It's
standing in our face right now.
"I would not bet on me staying as
solid as a rock from 1:30 on. It will
be an interesting experience for all
of us."

Racer of the Week
Frank Allen, a 6-foot-2 senior guard
from Memphis has been named as
Racer of the Week by The Murray State
News.
Allen netted a team high 19 points,
including three 3-point shots as the
Racers went under 80-103 to the University of Indiana in the opening game
of the National Invitational Preseason
Tournament in Bloomington on Wednesday.
After a quiet first half, scoring a five
points, Allen sunk 14 points before he
fouled out of the game with 6:30 min~
utes remaining.

Frank Allen

- Murray State News

Page 28

IU races past Murray

SPORTS NOTEBOOK
Gun season ends Monday

-~

-

-

By HERB BANKS

The modern gun deer hunting saeason will come to an end
Monday.
Hunters are reminded by the Kentucky Department ofFish
and Wildlife Resources that during any gun season solid, unbroken orange clothing must be worn on the head, chest and
back. Hats and a vest a required to be worn as outer
garments visible to other hunters.
All harvested deer must be tagged and checked at an official check station. Any hunter not required to purchase tag
must provide one of their own and bring the deer to a check
station.

Sports Graphics Editor

F acing the third-ranked
team in the nation for an
opening game is not necessarily a team's desire, as the
Murray State Racers dis·
covered Wednesday night in
Bloomington, Ind.
Before 13,619 hoop fans and
national televi sion
the
Racers came on the court
hoping to disrupt the Indiana
Hoosiers' game plans in the
preseason National Invitational
Tournament.
The Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources
Running and gunning was
will meet Dec. 7-8 for' their quarterly meeting in Frankfort.
the k ey t o the Racers
The meeting is open to the generl public. Presentations
offensive
plan which started
from various personel regarding agency programs and acas
.a
promising
outlook to the
tivities will be made and recommendations will be heard congame as the Hoosiers had
cerning small game seasons and dates for the 1993-94 deer
four possessions before makseason.
ing their first basket.
Murray's early play caught
Indiana coach Bobby HJUght
• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
quickly, forcing him t o
• Volleyball. Ohio Valley Conference Volleyball Championships,
challenge his men to stop the
Clarsvillle, Tenn. , Friday-Sunday.
Racer attack
·
• Football. Western Kentucky University at Stewart Stadium, SaturAs the clock ticked down to
day, 1:30 p.m.
11:53 a television timeout was
• Cross-country. NCAA Championships. Bloomington. Ind.,
called and the Hoosier band
Monday.
s truck up "Taking Care of
• Men's basketball. Campbellsville College at Racer Arena, Dec. 1,
Business''
as the Hoosiers
7:30p.m.
lead only by three, 17-14.
The Racers continued to be
in tune with their game plan
through the next four minutes
as the Hoosier lead increased
to seven, 27-20.
The five-minute mark
proved to be fatal to the Racer
ballclub as fouls started racking up, placing the HoosHeading into the Ohio Valley Conference tournament,
iers in the bonus for the reAustin Peay State University's vo1ley~all team has won 10
mainder of the half.
straight matches.
"
Sending the Hoosiers to the
charity stripe not only started
a scoring frenzy for Indiana,
but su spended the Racers
scoring drive to four baskets
The Ohio Valley Confereuce announced the names of the
during the last two minutes
players voted to the preseason All-Conference first and se-·
of
the first half.
cond team. Three Murray State University players were on
Indiana's
Brian Evans
the list.
ended the first half with a
Frank Allen was named to the first team for the men's
three-point basket, giving the
squad as guard. Ma urice Cannon, also a guard, was named to
Hoosiers
a 53-36 lead.
the second team.
The
Hoosiers
came out in
For the ladies, Jennifer Parker, guard, was named to the
full force to begin the second
second team.
half holding the Racers to
one second on the shot clock
as Tony Bailey was called
for a charge in a desperation
move to beat the clock.
Mak.us Tliomas, Eastern Kentucky Uiniversity's recrodbrcaking running back, set another mark Saturday against
Not only did the Hoosiers
Au:;tin Peay State University.
com e out in full force to
begin the second half, but the
Rushing for 219 yards on 21 carries, Thomas scored four
touchdowns, breaking the Ohio Valley Conference record for
referees did also, as they
career scoring.
called six fouls in the first
two minutes.

KDFWR Commission to meet

AROUND TilE OVC
APSU goes wild on wins

Preseason squad named

Thomas continues streak

Ward's Leather &: Jewelry
Bel-Air Shopping Center

(4 doors rlght of 'Ileas Do-lt Center)

Specials

t

Western Dusters

Gold with Diamond
Promise Rlng

$99.95

Stetson Shlrts

$29.00

$29.95

. .
,..

1/4 Carat Dtamond Wlde
Rope Belts
Band Cluster
.
$6.00
$ 139.00
Mon .-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sat. 10 am.-4 p.m.: Closed Sun.

Happy Thanksgiving
from the staff of

The Murray
State News
PROFESSORS •••
SAVE YOURSELF

TIME

1411 Main St., Murray
753-7117

& your department money...

by bringingyour
resource materials to CopyPius.
We will prepare your material packets
for your students to pick up.

HOURS
M-F 9--7
SAT ~2

.-----Now available In Murray _ __..:_......,
CDI9U1'ER
GRAPHICS

Inc.

CoiiiPittt pellshlng. pave layoat & dtslgn
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1411 Main St.
753-7990
located above

~

Murray State's Frank
Allen also turned on the heat,
scoring 14 of his 19 points in
the second half, as he attempted to bring his Racers
back to life in Assembly
Hall.
Pleased with his team's
effort to hustle after a loose
ball, even though a foul was
called on Marcus Brown,
Edgar yelled from the sideline, "It's OK, it's OK."
One minute later the
cheerful Edgar changed suits
as Brown was called for
another foul, his fourth, as he
and a Hoosier b ecame entangled . Edga r a nd Racer
fans alike expressed their
opinionated views to the r eferees.
The Hoosiers reached a 20
point lead, 73-53, after a .Matt
Nover dunk attempt was
blocked and fouled by Murray's Michael James, sending
N over to the line.
Once again Edgar and
Racer fans reacted to a nocall foul 10:50 into the second
half a s Brown wa s driving
in for the shot. He ended up
with his ba ck on the floor,
hurt.
As in the first half, the last
five minutes proved to be
fatal once again as the Racers found themselves in foul
trouble. Brown and Allen
both fouled out .
Trying t o keep the game
respectable, Murray showed
much maturity without "Popeye" Jones in the first loss of
the season 103-80.
After the gam e Hoosier
Greg Graham said, "Allen is
an excellent shooter and we
had t ci push him to the
baseline.
"MSU is an excellent team.
They are quick and very
athlet ic. They bit the boards
hard and we were s urprised
that we out re-bounded them."
Edgar said his team just
· needed more time to prepare
for the game.
"We'll be a much better
team Dec. 1 (ag~st NAJA
foe Campbellsv1Ue) ... e•and
throughout the year," Edgar
said.
.
,
Edgar sa1d, Taylor and
Brown were ecstatic. Y~e
need ..more freshman like
them ·
Edgar said they {Indiana)

Photo by JAMES G. LOCKWOOD

Lawrence Bussel , a 6· 4 guard/forward from
Hopkinsville, was one of many new players who saw
time In Wednesday night's game against Indiana. Foul
trouble early In the game forced Scott Edgar to go deep
Into his bench.

wer e much bigger than Mur ray State and he bild to keep
his guards on the floor if they
were to win.

Knight would n ot comment
on the Hoosiers free throws
as being an attribute to their
victory.

Edga r
sai d he was
impressed most of all with
the professionalism at As·
sembly Hall.

"Ususally t h ey're s omething you earn because you
are in the right position at the
righ t time," HJUght said.

Thank You.,

Jody Stivers

Par 3 courses
can be

for representing us so
well in. :Mr. MSU
You were great:!

challenging
and.fun

Love,
the sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta

Sullivan's Par 3 offers fun and
excitement for the whole family.
Sullivan's Is the only famlly oriented
facility of its Jdnd in the area. Open to
the public, Sullivan's offers a challenging
and innovative Executive Par 3 golf
course and 300 yard lighted practice
range. Lessons are available from PGA
golf professionals. If you want to try your
hand at something else, the lighted
miniature golf course offers a
challenging 18 holes. You'll

MicfteCson
JEWELERS

CHES'I"NUU' HILLS
SHOPPING CENTER
753-7695

Layaway
Now for
Christmas/

find softball and baseball

pitching machines and so
much more. Summer hours
are frOm 7 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.

Open Surufays 1·5 p.m.. til Cfiristmas I

Congratulations
to our Miss MSU contestants
MtcheDe Otven8
Stroud
Came Ctamni•Jgts
SbaJUIOD Ct18p

Love,

your sisters in Alpha Gamma Delta

,.. Murray State News
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SCOREBOARD
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Resulrs of the Lady Racer's
blue/gold scrimBQe Sarurdlly
nlghrin Recsr Arens.
BLUE
GOLD

TOTAL F04A.8- BW19, Gold
19.

80
61

Gray 4-9, 5-6, 13; Pearson 2-8, 34. 7; CadNell 0..14, 3-7, 3; Gallimore
5-12,0-0, 10; Childers 1-2. 0-0, 2;
Shelton 18-27, 0-1, 39; Smilh 2-6,
2-4, 6; Haberer 2-6, 2-4, 6.

G.sWl

Parker 1- 15, 3-4, 5; Arnold 0-2, 0..1 ,
o: Hopson 1-11, 2-2. 4 ;
Snell12- 18, 1-2. 27; Lasaillef 3-8,
0-0, 6; Hubbard 3-5. a.:-3, 9; Shelton
5-10, 2-5, 12.
HALFTIME • Blue 34, Gold 30.
THREE-POINT GOALS • Blue
3-12 (.250) Gfay 0..1 , CadweU 0-1,
Gallimore 0·3, Shelton 3-7. Gold
2-8 (.250) Parker 0..5, Hopson 0..1,
Snell2-2.
ASSISTS • Blue 22, Cact.vell 11 ,
Gallimore 6, Pearson 3, Haberer 2.
Gold 15, Paft(er 7, Arnold 2,
Lassiter 2, Shelton 2, Hopson 1,
Snellt .

Tuesday night exNbifion (Jilm#lln
Racer Alena.
Murray State
71
Temple Stare

101

6, .,.~.

MSU lndlyldyal L••d-•
Parlier 4-15, 5-S, 15; Arnold 0..1 , ()..
o. 0; Gray 1-11 , 4-4, 6; Peerson 13, 1-3, 3; Cadwell3-9, 5-8, 11 ; Snel
()..5, 2-2, 2; Galimore 2-5, 1-2, 5;
Shelton 6-15, 6-6, 20; L.auiter 2-3,
0-0, 4; Haberer 2-3, 0-0, 4; Shelton
4-7, 0-1, 8.
HALFTIIE - Murray State 45,

Jan Fredrlkaaon lost to Shaheen
Ladahani 5-7, 6-1 , 3-6.
Soon Yarbrough lost to AU Ramedeh
5-7, 3-6.
Stpqnd Bqynd
Ponlua Hlort lost 10 Laurent Mlguelard
3-8, 2-6.
Mertln Januon lost to Phil Rosner 3·
6, 1-6.
Andy Poor. lost 10 Jason Yeager 1-6,
3-8.
DOUBLES
Firat Rqynd
Hlori/Brooka lost ID Canzian/Wueat 36, 6-3, 3-8.
Jen11on/Yarbrough defeated
SeptemberiOickaon 7-6, 3-6, 6-4.
Poore/Fredrlokaon lost 1o
Clar1<10sbome 2-6, 0-6.
Stcqnd Rqyncl
Janeaon/Yarbrough defeated
Elwllnyllayman 6-1 , 6-2.
Third Rgynd
Jan11on/Yarbrough lost to
KirsiBniRosner 4-6, 3-6.

Temple Stan 65.
THREE-POINT GOALS - MSU
4-14 (.286) ParMr 2-6, Gray 0-1,
Snell 0-1 , Shelton 2-6.
ASSISTS - MSU 16, Clldwell10,
P81Ur 5, She&tDn 1.
TOTAL FOULS - MSU 30, Temple
Stars 24.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Results of the Rscers bluelgold
scrimsge Sarurday night ill Racer
AlllnB.
BLUE
G OLD

106
86

ll1Jll
Brown 7-9, 3-5, 17; Hoard 9-15, 710, 25; Allen 3-8, 6-6, 12; Sivills 917, 0..2, 18; James• 4-7, 2-3, 10;
Cannon• 3-9, 1-1. 8; Taylor 2-3,0-

o. 4

~
Wilson 8-12, 7-13, 23; Bailey 3-9,
6-8, 12; Pari( 1-4, 1·1, 3; Hunt0-1,
o-o. o: Bussen 4-11, 5-10. 13;
Walden• 1-1, 0-0, 2; Teague• 3-3,
3-6, 9 ; Gomm• 0-0, 2-2. 2.
'players switched teams at
halftime.
THREE-POINT GOALS - Blue
3-6 (.500) Cannon 3-3, Allen 0..3,
Gold 1-6 (. 167) Bailey o.-1 , BusseM
o.-t. Cannon 1-4.

Results of the Racers Monday
night'exhibirion gsme ln Racer
Alllna.
MURRAY STATE
BC OPTIMIZAM

94
70

MSY lndlyldyel Ltadere
Teague 0-3, 2-5, 2; Gumm 2-2, ()..0,
5; Brown 8-9. 1-7. 17; Taylor 1-2, ()..
0, 2, Wilson 2-7, 0-0, 4; Hoard 3-6,
3-8, 9; Bailey 3-7, 7·9, 15; Cannon
2-6, 0-0, 5; Bussel 3-3, 2-4, 8;
Allen 2· 12, 0-0, 4; Pari( 1· 1, 2-2, 4;
Hunt 0-1. 0-0, 0; Slvllls 0-2, 2-2, 2;

EQUESTRIAN
Results of the Morell6sd snd Mklwsy
1fl92 Fslllntercoltegisre Horse Show last
weeksnd.

SINGLES
Firat Boyncl
Pontua Hlort defeated Juan
Boyanovlch 6-4, 6-1 .
Martin Janaaon defeated Marcie
Janecka 8-2, 6-1.
Andy Poore defeated Mattia Ericsson
6-3, 4-6, 6-2.
Jimmie Brooke lost to SIIIYe Mather 4-

RNults of rhB La4' Racers

.B1Y.I

TENNIS
FWulls of the trMnll ffCA Region 3
Indoor Championahips at Knoxville.

3-8, 9; Bailey 3-7, 7-9, 15; Cannon
2-6, 0-0, 5; Buuel 3-3, 2-4, 8;
Allen 2-12, 0-0, 4; PR 1- 1, 2-2, 4;
Hunt0-1, o-o. 0; SMIIs 0-2, 2-2, 2;
James 6-8, 0-0, 12; Walden 1-2, 34 , 5.
HALFTIME- Murray Sta• 44, BC
Optimiziam 32.
THREE-POINT Ooala - MSU 415 (.267) Gumm 1-1, Baley 2-4,
Cannon 1-4, Allen 0-5.
ASSISTS - MSU 12, Cannon 3,
Brown 2. Taylor 1, Wilson 1, Hoard
1, Baltey 1, Jtmea 1, Walden 1.
TOTAL FOULS - Murray Slate
25, BC Optimizam 31 .

Retlults of 1at Thun~dlly night's game
at TemeNee Stllte.
MSU 15 15 15
TSU 13
2
3
Jnd!y!dyal Ltadtra
KILLS • Murray State (39) ReneeBIIey
11, Sarah Dearworth 9, Belh Bair 7,
Sarah Boland 4, Bonnie Bagninaki 3,
Stacy Gerllldl3, Denise Donnelly 2.
ASSISTS • Murray State (32) Denise
Donnelly 30, Bonnie Bagninsld 1, Belnda
Rubio 1.
DIGS • Murray Stale (39) Belh Bair 10,
Sarah Dearworth 7. Sarah Boland 7,
Renee Bailey 6, Denise Donnelly 4,
Belinda Rubio 4. Bomie Bagoineki 1.

MURRAY STATE
80
INDIANA
UNIVERSITY 1 OS
MSY lndlyldual ltadtrt
Hoard 2·3, o-o. 4; Cannon 4-10, 22, 11 ; James 4-6, o-o, 8 ; Brown 46, 3-4, 11 ; Allen 6-13, 4-4, 19;
Taylor 2-5, 1-2, 6; Teague 1- 4, 1-2,
3; Wilson 1-2, 0..1 , 2; Bailey 3-8, 34, 9; Busaell1-3, 0-0, 2; Sivils 0-0,
1-2, 1; Gomm 2-3, 0-0, 4.
HALFTIME - Murray State 36,
Indiana University 53.
THREE-POINT GOALS - MSU
5-11 (.667) CMinon 1-5, Brown ()..1 ,
Alen 3-4, Taylor 1-1.
ASSISTS - MSU 7, Allen 4, Hoard
1, Cannon 1, Taylor 1.
TOTAL FOULS - Murray Sta•
31 , lndana Univel'lity 17.

MSU lOOk second place Friday night
Qun

61h

1. Tammy Nulhals
2. Chriaty Ash

2nd

41h

3. Dena Ayers

I

Adytnptd

61h

1. RonnaGil
Adytnctd II

1. Staci Foy
2. Dena Ayers

2nd, 1st
2nd

OpfD Btlnlng

1. Tammy Nulhals

41h

lnltrmadltlt I

1. Milly Remkop
2. Lisa Boyers

2nd
4th

lntermldlale II

1 Karol Wolfl3rd,
2. Miaty Remkop

61h
61h

Beginning

Vo//evba/1

Re.ults of the ,.,.,.. Wecntadly
nighr g.,. ., Bloomington, Ind.

ltgek Stat

Pholo by MELISSA FARNUM

1. Marshea Boaz
2. JiH Paulson
3. Melody Helgerson

34"d
3rd

4th, 5th

1. Kate Umeaa
2 . Mari Uttle

3rd

Football

Penaltie8/Yards 10t'99
4/ 139
Punts/Yards

Resu,. of Saturdlly afaemoonll
gamest Srwart Stadum.

lndlyldyal L11dtrt
Ruahlng - MSU, Bland 111, Cox

Murray Stale
Tenne11ee State
MSU
TSU

Qu.n

0
0

3
7

7
8

10
19
0
6

3rd

MSU
14 7 15 10
SIU
11 15 12 11
3rd, 1st
MSY lndJyldyaJ Lgclera
1. Dena Ayers
2nd. 3rd
KILLS· Murray &ate (59)
2 . Mari UUie
41h
Renee Bailey 18, Sarah Oearworth 16, 3. Miahel Sly
lsi
Katherine Henderson
Melita Webster 13, Bonnie Bagninskl 3, 4 ·
2nd
Sarah Boland 3, Denise Donnelly 2.
5. Kali Maloney
1st
ASSISTS - Murray State (46) Denise 6. Kate Umess
Donnelly 43, Stacy Geralds 1, Belinda
Adnnce Walk-Trot-Canter
Rubio 1, Bonnie Bagninlki 1.
DIGS • Murray State (48) Sarah Boland
34"d
9, Belinda Rubio 8, Denise Connely 8, 1 . Krista Newell
4th, 5th
Renee Bailey 8, Belh Bair 7, Sarah 2' Shaley Baird
61h
3. TouYates
Oeelft.811h 6,~ Web51ar 2.

-

Timmy Bland rushed for 111 yards in a losing cause Saturday against Tennessee State University.

Fenctt

1. Erin Mler

Rellults of Mont*y night's QBITI& st
Southern Illinois University.

2nd, 3rd

MSU - Lombard 28 yard field goal.
TSU - WtiiSe 8 yard run (Sarieh kick).
TSU - Moye 5 yard run (Sarieh kick
failed).
MSU - Bland 46 yard run (Lombard
kick).
TSU - Germany 1 yard run (PAT snap
fumbled).
IISU
TSU
Firs! Downs
12
'Zl
Rushes/Yards 33/196 611224
Passing
41
196
Att./Comp.llnt 171312 2611611
Total Offense
237
420

9/ 107
4/ 192

37. ~an15, Peny13, Lew~

11 , Mosby 6, Patton 3.
TSU, Moye 89, McCollam 67,
Davis 59, Germany 11, Jamison 5,
William& 3, Segree -10.

Paulng • MSU, Mosby 81312, 4 1,
0 TD. 171ong, 0 sadcs, Lewis 81010,
0, 0 TO, 0 long, 0 sacks, Colby
11010, 0, OTO, 0 long, 0 sacks.
TSU, Wede 21 / 1311 , 147, 0 TO,
251ong, 5 sadca, Gtnnany 51310,
49, 0 TO, 191ong, 1 sack.
Rectlvlng - MSU, Cox 17, Hall
16, Redmond 8 ..
TSU, Hunter90, McCollam 48,
Davis 25, Jones 22, Segree 11 .
PunUng - MSU, Colby 41139, 48
long.
TSU, Godfrey 411g2, 53 long.

The numbers behind the action

CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

Krista. Happy 21st Birthday!
Love. The Ex-Physk:a MaJor

The sisters of Alpha Sigma
Alpha would Ike to wish evety·
one a safe and FUN Thanks-

t.tke, 11 be the one COfiW1g
through the door when the
Wedclng March Ia played. Just
thlnk. ••One mont weeki Love.

FREE TRIPS AND MONEYII
lndlllldulila and Studert OrgarUallona wanlledto promote
the Hottest Spf1ng Break Destlnatlons, cell the nation's
leader. Inter~& Programs 1-800-327-6013.

M.D.B., can't walt until tomor·
raw. We both deserve 1t. I'm
notasklngformuch,justagood
time. Foruver Yours, BBklns
Seth, Ooga Ooga Booga
Booga. Love, Muriel
"There Is only one lhing sillier
than being In love, and thalia
thinking It silty to be In love.•
Baseball leam, We had a blast
"Justdolngtratourmlxerl Love,
the sisters of Alpha Gamma

Delta.
Angel of the cape, Fear not
the opposition. We wtnwatch
them fall. Weshallsmokethem
with Intellect and forever stand
tall. God and Love, VIctor

Thanks Sigma Chi for Jamalcan us crazyI Love, the sisters
of Sigma Sigma Sigma

.

Don't forget 1o come back to
class after Thanksgiving Break.

1be

glvlngBraald
St. Louis here we comet Lers
have a great time at formal
Alpha Slga. But be carefullll

'ThaMs ao D'lACh PI Kappa
Alpha for ralclng our ,.._ howsweetl Love,thelllteraof
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Jamll.- Thanka eo D'lACh for
doing a "''hanndeN• jobl We1
do bett8rl Love, your listers In
Alpha Sigma Alpha

Thanks so muchbuebellteam
for an EXCELLENT rrixerl
Party on Brads - Chal
J.M.A. · Happy 21st Birthday.
Hope Everything Goes Great.

Me.
Sugar1ump, Thanks for being
there this week. You made a
huge mistake by leaving me,
but I forvlve you. Honeymutftn

Amy

HELP WANTED
Abentlon: Sprtng Breekl Earn
cash and Free trlpt to Beharnu, cancun, and Roctda promolng the ~ lr1pl on
c:art1WII Spl1ngbtlekl 1-800878-8388
INTERNATIONAL E. .LOY·
lENT· Make moneytNchlng
Ellghh abroad. Japan and
Taiwan. Mllke$2,()00-$4,000+

J*monlh. *"Yprovlderoom
& boeld + other beneltlal Rnancllly & Cullu!Wiy rawardlngl fotltWamellonlll E!11*Jy-

mentprogram and eppiiOIIIon,
cd the lntlmallonll E~
mart Group: (208) 832-1148
ext.J5538.

Have a great Thenbglvtngl
From The Murray Stale News

Murray State News
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

Deadline.._ Wedllllday al noon
Place your~ In room 111 of Wilson Hall or send them to
Murray State University, 111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Statton
Pre-PlrymM II Rllqulnld

HELP WANTED

Earn commlaslona & ski free
becomll~g a group tales

bv

repAII8DIIIIIvetoreoutheaatlld

area. Must be activeand sales
Oltenl8d. Send

181Umet

to

Paul Mason, Olractor of Marketlng, New Wlnterplace Inc.,
P.O. Box1 ~Top,W¥25841 .
FAST EASY INCOME! Earn
$1000'1 Monthly Stufftng Envelopea. Send Self·Addreteed
Envelope To: Income Opportunllles,
E. Chestnut. Box
179, Chicago, IL 80811

eo

ProSPRINGBREAKERS.
mote our florida Spring Br88k
packages. Earn MONEY and
FREE trips. Campus Marketlng. 800-423-5264

G REEI( S & CLUBS

RAISE A COOL
11000

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PUIS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALI.SI
No oblip!ioa. No COil
Yoa allo .. a nEE
IIEADPIIONE RADIO
jult tor callillc
t..ac»-932-0521, Ext. 65

FOR SALE
MOVING SALE - Everything
Must Gol Saturday, Before
Murray Wins. 1608 Calloway

St753-8088

FOR RENT
FOi R8nt - 9608 RIIIWOOd. 2

Bedroom, 1 Bath, Carpeted,
Stove, Refrigerator, Dishwasher, Microwave. Central
Healing and Cooling. $400
Monthly. Call 753-5149

Let 1be Murray s~ News
put the aclvaDtage of advertising
On your aide!
Call 762-4478.

INDEX
RATES
With MSU 10: 1~ per word
Wlhout MSU 10: ~ per word
Every ward ovw twenty words

With MSU 10: 10. per word
WlthoutMSU 10: 15¢ perword

GREEK/PERSONALS
RQ()MW.lES

BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SAlE
HElP WANTED
LOST &FOUND
RIDES
M~

Closed on weelcams ard holidays.

NOTICE

Than~ much

The Murray
'lJe
State News
delivers...
EVERY FRIDAY!

Do you beUeve In the effectiveness
of white space In ad:vert:latDg?
If not, then wby are you looklug
at this ad?

otis

Wingfoot qolf Inc.
s

n')'our Comp{ete (jolf tor

II

102 N. 15th

753-2282

*Holiday Special SeleCted Carry Bags

$2 095
1
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RACERS

Senior showtime
Five seniors lead Murray, new talent into '92-'93
By ALLISON MILLIKEN
Staff Writer

Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN

IN YOUR FACE
Marcus Brown (5), a freshmen guard, and Michael James
(44), a junior center, are just two of the new faces playing In
Racer uniforms. Coach Scott Edgar said there Is a lot more
talent on the team than last year because of the new
players.

Head men's basketball
coach Scott Edgar said the
1992-93 Runnin' Racers may
even be one of Murray State
University's more talented
teams.
After losing six players
last year, the Racers were
left with only six returning
players, five of whom are
seniors.
The five veteran Racers
share a common goal: to win
the Ohio Valley Conference
for the fourth year in a row
and to advance several
rounds in the National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association
(NCAA)
tournament.
"Right now they (seniors)
have
to
demonstrate
leadership," Edgar said.
"They have to help newer
players through drills and
offenses and they've got to
help me teach out there."
Edgar said Bo Walden, a
six-foot
guard
from
Anchorage, Alaska, is the
most vocal of the seniors, but
it does not stop there.
"I play mad dog defense,"
Walden said.
"Bo's greatest asset is his
defensive ability," Edgar
said. "He's got that ability to
make his hustle and
aggressiveness on defense
carry over into everything
else."
Walden averaged nearly
four points per game last
season and scored a career
high of 14 points against
Virginia Commonwealth,
hitting five of seven field

goals and three of four free
throws.
"I think he's tougher than
anybody on the court," said
Scott Sivills, a senior
forward, about Walden. "He
intimidates people by his
good defense."
"My personal goal is to
shoot 50 percent from the
field, 85 percent from the free
throw line and play 110
percent every time I go out on
the court," Walden said.
He said the Racers need to
play pressure defense and
execute their transition game
in order to win.
Walden said senior walkon Michael Hunt is an
important player for the
Racers this season.
"It's very important for
Mike coming in to maintain
what's already been built,"
Walden said. "I think he
works hard every day and he
does a lot of extra that he
doesn't really have to. He
does it because he likes the
game."
Edgar said Hunt, a 6-footthree
guard
from
Madisonville, will be an
asset this season, and the
Racers could not have
accomplished what they did
laat season without him.
"My personal goal would
be to be the best player I can
and help the team out as
much as I can," Hunt said.
Frank Allen, a 6-foot-2
guard from Memphis, Tenn.,
averaged 20 pointe per game
last seaaon and was named
to the OVC All-Tournament
team.
Allen shot 45 percent from

the field and 75 percent from
the line last season,
becoming Murray's 23rd
player to score 1,000 career
pointe. He ranks 14th among
MSU's all-time scorers.
Not only can Allen
improve that standing, he
and Siville could make
school history.
"The unique thing about
Scott Sivills and Frank
Allen is they have the chance
to be the only two players in
the history of Murray State to
go
to
four
NCAA
tournament., provided we get
there this spring," Edgar
said.
"That's a tremendous
accomplishment when you
think of all the outstanding
teams and excellent ph~ ..ers
that have been here."
Edgar said Allen's floor
leadership shows in the
confidence he shows on the
court and in his scoring.
Maurice Cannon, a 6-foot-4
guard-forward
from
Memphis, will assist the
Racers this season with his
offensive abilities.
"Maurice is just a good allaround player," Edgar said.
"He has an awful lot of
offensive talent."
Cannon, who averaged 13.4
pointe per game last season,
was named to the OVC AllConference team after his
deadly scoring during the
tournament.
Cannon hit six of eight
three-pointers and scored 44
points in just two games,
leading the team in scoring
in five games.
Cannon scored the Racer's

last five points in a comefrom-behind
OVC win
against Middle Tennessee
last season, leading the
Racers past Middle, 84-83.
His personal goal for this
season is to help the team out
as much as possible, and he
said the key to victory is the
right attitude.
Despite the hard work of the
other seniors, Edgar said
Scott Sivills is the hardest
working player he has been
around.
Sivills, a 6-foot-7 forward
from Cadiz, is the Racers'
"Mr. Hustle."
"He's a unique type of
player," Edgar said. "Most ·
players nowadays want to
have the ball in their hand
and have to have the ball to
be effective. He may be the
best role player in the entire
conference, which I thought
he was at times last year."
Sivills averaged four
points and four rebounds per
game last season and scored
a career high 15 points in an
87-80 win over Tennessee
Tech in Cookeville.
"He'll go screen for the
guards, he '11 go try to help
them create some shots and
he's always going to play
hard," Edgar said. "He's a
good rebounder and tries to
neutralize his man on
defense. He's just one of
those type players you have to
have."
Sivills said his personal
goal before graduating is to
dunk in a game.
Edgar said one of the best
assets of his 1992-93 team is
confidence.
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Schools out to stop Murray's ownership of OVC
head coach by joining the

By HERB BANKS

ANALYSIS

Sports Graphics Editor

Who will be conference
champions this year is yet to
be decided, but the Murray
State Racers are prepared to
hold on to the conference
crown
for the
sixth
consecutive year.
Enlarging the OVC by
adding Southeast Missouri
State University last year
and University of Tennessee
at Martin this year will give
hoop fans more than their
money's worth with more
team participation and
enthusiasim.
The Pacers will make its
~t appearence this season
as it joins the OVC this year
after stepping up from a
Division n league.
Coach Cal Luther, who
coached at Murray State from
1958-1974, should still
remember how the league
operates, making the Pacers
transition a little easier.
Tim
Britt,
a
6-8
forward/center, led the
Pacers
last
year
in
rebounding and sconng in
his first season as a Pacer.
Along with Britt in the
paint and Brice Bloodworth,
a
6-5
sophomore
forward/gaurd, to surround
the perimeter of the threepoint line, the Pacers look to

prove they are not a ninthplace finishing team in the

ovc.

Morehead State University
finished last year's season
with a one game shot at a .500
year overall and a sixth
place finish in the OVC with
a 6-8 record.
This year the Eagles are
Brett Roberts-less, who led the
OVC in points per game
averaging 28.1 percent and
shooting 88.1 percent from the
free throw line. Roberts also
was named 1992 OVC Player
ofthe Year.
The Eagles have not only
lost a star player, but eight
other squad members as
well, making this season a
rebuilding year. There will
be a lot of emphasis on the
younger players to maintian
a competitive level of play
and lock down the fifth spot
in the conference.
Southeast Missouri State
University joined the OVC
last season suffering a loss
in conference games with a
12-16 record overall and a
seventh place furish in the
OVC with a 5-9 record.
Ron Shumate gained his
fll'st loosing season last year
in his 18 year career as a

looking to better last 88880DI
reeord which produced &11-17
The Indians hope to become performance overall and a 6stronger in this year's play 8 act in the OVC leaving, a
by becomming stronger at the fifth place finish.
guard position with Curtis
Rick Yudt, a 6-7 aophomore
Shelton, a 5-9 junior guard, forward, who was named
returning as last year's beet OVC Freshman of the Year,
long
range
shooter and Reggie Dupree, a 6-6
averaging 47.9 percent.
junior forward/center, are
The Indian's fmish last returning and are expected to
season might become a give·tbe Governors a boost.
This eeaaon will prove to be
familiar spot as they are
predicted to (mish tied for a trial for the Governors
seventh with Austin Peay since they could not win an
OVC game on the road laat
State University..
season
and were also the
Tennesse State University
worat
suffered a tremendous loss conference's
last season with a 4-24 record rebounding team.
and a laat place, 2-12 finish
The leading scorer for the
in the OVC.
Governors, Geoff Herman,
Coach Frankie Allen, not who averaged 17.9 points per
to be confused with Murray game, has transfered to East
State's gaurd, has done a Tennessee State University,
wonderful recruiting job by and fmding someone to fill
adding Rico Beasley and his shoes might be a
troublesome job for coach
Greg Watkins to the line-up.
Dave Loos.
Both Beasley and Watkins
The Governors' troubles
were teammates as members
of the 1991 Junior College last seaaon, compounded with
the loss of Herman, has
championship team.
earned them a seventh place
While TSU shares some of preseason pick.
the same problems as
Last year's OVC fourth
Morehead rebuilding the place finisher with an 8-6
team, critics are asking if record was the Tennessee
the Tigers can put a winning Tech Golden Eagles.
The most disappointing
team together this year and
finish in the number six spot. loss that will effect the
The Austin Peay State Golden Eagles this season
University Governors are will be Van Usher, who lead

ovc.

the OVC in assists per game
with an 8.8 percentage and
averaged three steals per
game.
However, John Best, a 6-7
senior forward, will be
returning along with Mitch
Cupples, a 6-6 senior guard,
and Maurice Houston, a 5-11
junior guard, providing
bright spots for the team.
As Best will be a contender
for the OVC MVP award, he
and the other Golden Eagles
will have to toughen up their
offense to get inside the top
three, a feet many in the
OVC
think
can
be
accomplished.
Middle Tennessee State
University tied for second
place honors with Eastern
Kentucky University last
season.
The Blue Raiders finished
the conference season with a
9-5 OVC record and a 16-11
record overall.
Loosing all but six players
has placed the Blue Raiders
in a rebuilding state,
weighing the pressure on the
only two remaining starters'
shoulders, Warren Kidd and
Robert Taylor.
Kidd, a 6-9 junior center,
averaged 2.3 blocks per game
and shot 66.4 percent from the
field last season while
Taylor, a
6-5 senior
forward/guard. averaged 82.9

percent from the line and is
deadly from the baseline
shooting three pointers.
The main weakness that
might be hard for the Blue
Raiders to deal with ia
waiting for the NCAA to
hand down its punishment.
MTSU has admitted to the
NCAA violations and taken
itself out of post-season play,
which should give a boost for
the other teams looking for
that automatic bid to the
NCAA
Championships
through
the
OVC
Tournament.
Despite the troubles. The
Blue Raiders are stille
predicted to fmish second in
the conference during the
regular season.
Eastern
Kentucky
University also finished
second in the OVC with a
record of 9-5.
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Balancing the Colonels'
offense should be no problem
with five seniors returning
with much experience.
The only problem the
Colonels might have is
pulling down the boards with
Mike Smith missing. Smith
averaged 10 rebounds per
game.
The Colonels are expected
to give the Murray State
University Racers a run for
first place.
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THE RACER BASKETBALL TEAM AND THEIR SUPPORTERS...
Litula
Smotliermon

[GALLERY]
SOl N. 12th St. UNIVERSriT SQtiARE
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Custom Framing Art
And Accessories
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Enun3 Story
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
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RUN FOR THE BORB:
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Coac·h wants team with right ego
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

Seven freshmen, one of the
youngest coaching staffs in the
nation and a team that lost
three key players last year does
not sound like the ingredients
for a championship team.
And that might explain why
the basketball Lady Racers are
expected to finish no higher
than ftfth in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
If you walk into Kelly
Breazeale' s office, though,
you'd better leave those predictions at the door. She does not
care what the critics think, she
is going to play her game and
win with it.
Breazeale is in her second
yea1· as head coach of the Lady
Racers. While the coach has an
ego about her team, she said if a
player comes to her to play, she
will have to leave the ego at the
door. There are no "stars" on
this team.
"You have got to love to win,"
she said of the criterion to play
on her team.
It is the winning attitude
which allows Breazeale to push
aside the preseason ranks.
"You do not play the name on
the uniform," she said. "You
play the girl in the uniform."
And that is the philosophy
Breazeale said her players are
going to have to keep as they

enter the early part of their
schedule.
The Lady Racers will open
their season at the Lady Kat Invitational in Lexington. While
playing against a school from
the Southeastern Conference,
arguably the best women's conference in the nation, would be
intimidating for any team, the
tournament will also feature
the University of Connecticut
and George Mason University,
two top-20 teams.
Not getting expectations real
high, Breazeale said she wants
to use the early games to raise
the level of play in her women
and get them ready for the
OVC, rather than trying to get
the team to play great quickly.
"Your kids tend to play up to
the level or play down to the
level," she said. "I want to go
up and play up."
While records are important,
Breazeale said her Lady
Racers' preseason reord is not
as important as her OVC
record. Getting the mistakes
out of her team early would
mean a better team vying for
the OVC title.
"By the time the conference
rolls around, I want to see continuity," she said. ' 1It is a long
journey from Dec. 24 to Feb.
28."
Key to the Lady Racers' success will not only be to play at a

higher level than before, but to
play as a team. Breazeale said
having many players scoring
double figures in every game
will give balance and flexibility
to her squad.
"Ow· style and tempo causes
a lot of problems for our conference,'' she said. "You can't
pick out one key player."
There are bright spots on the
team, though.
Jennifer Parker, a junior
guard from Murray, is a preseason second-team allconference pick this season.
Parker is captain of the team
this year and is expected to be a
fot·ce with which to reckon as
her passing skills improve.
Mechelle Shelton, a senior
center, is also expected to
dominate the boa1·ds. Last year
she was the No. 2 shot-blocker
in the conference, and with
more coaching from Derrick
Flowers, a 6-8 former player for
Murray, Breazeale said she
should be even stronger at the
post position.
Mechelle's sister, Melissa. is
a threat from the inside and
outside. Last year she had a 45
percent field goal percentage.
Christy Haber will give
balance to a strong inside
game. Breazeale said her threepoint range will complement
the play in the paint.
Backing up all the positions
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Head coach Kelly Breazeale Is on a mission to build a strong program at Murray. Seven freshmen
and only two seniors should make th team a force In the future.

will be a lot of young talent.
With only two seniors on the
team, Breazeale said she hopes
to develop the skills of all the
players.
" 1 do like to pursue those -

freshmen and wa'tch them
grow," she said. "They are
recruited to produce."

said she just wants to produce a
good team .

But whether the team produces wins or losses, Breazeale

"Winning and losing is not
the goal - playing well is," she
said.

Young Racer squad features
team's only seniors at helm
By SCOTT NANNEY

1.
2.
3.
4.

Staff Writer

There are only two seniors on
the roster of the Murray State
University Lady Racer basketball team.
Guard-forward Kristi Snell
and center Mechelle Shelton
will step into leadership roles
this year as the co-captains try
to lead MSU to an Ohio Valley
Conference championship.
Shelton, a social work major
from Albany, made an immediate impact with the Racers
in her freshman year by adding
much-needed size to a small
team. Last year was her best
season, and she was named the
team's most improved player.
She led the team with 38 blocked shots, an average of 1.4 per
game, second in the OVC.
Shelton said she learned a lot
from the upperclassmen her
first year on the team.
"I have learned over the past
two or three years that it takes
lots of hard work to play as a
team and win," she said.
Shelton bad her top scoring
game last year - and for her
career- against the University
of Missouri-Rolla with 16
points.
She said she is excited about
the upcoming season and expects the Lady Racers to have a
successful year.
"I think we can go a long way
this season if everyone works
hard together for the same
goal," she said. "My goal is to
have a good regular season and
win the OVC tournament at the
end of the season."
She said Tennessee Tech
University and Southeast
Missouri State University will
provide some of the Racers'

Tennessee Tech
Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
Southeast Missouri

5. Murray State

141 votes
126 votes
120 votes
87 votes

6. Morehead State
7. Austin Peay
Tennessee State
9. Tennessee-Martin

60 votes
54 votes
54 votes
26 votes

61 votes
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

Source: OVC

UT-Martin hits the court
in conference for first year
By JENNIFER DONIA
Krlstl Snell
Guard

toughest competition this
season.

Mechelle Shelton ·
Center

with nine points against
Morehead State University.

Snell is an exercise science
She said she likes basketball
major from House Springs, Mo., because of the competition and
where she was an a 11- speed of the game.
confel·ence selection in basket''I think that basketball is a
ball, softball and soccer at Norgreat
sport because of the comthwest High School.
petitiveness and the atheltic
She attended Jeffet·son Junior ability that it takes to play,"
College for two years, then she said.
transferred to MSU .
While Snell said she really
At Jefferson Junior College, has no idol, she said she likes
Snell averaged 18.8 points and watching Michael Jordan .
8 rebounds per game and twice
" I think that Jordan's
was selected all-region and allabilities are amazing," she
conference.
She said playing for MSU is said. "He is really good at what
much different from playing for he does."
a junior college.
"Over here the players are a
lot faster, bigger and stronger
than they were when I played
for Jefferson," she said.
Snell had her best scoring
night as a Racer last January

Snell said she has high expectations for this year's team.
"I think that we added speed
and strengthened our bench
with some good recruits,'' she
said. "I'm going to try and do
the best job I can do."

Reporter

Ohio Valley Conference newcomer
University of Tennessee-Martin is ready
to hit the court.
UTM's · men's and women's basketball
teams have been conditioning and
practicing since Nov. 1 for their debut into
the OVC, said Don McLeary, Martin's
athletic director.
"They (team members) look forward to
playing in a new league. They know what
will take time," McLeary said.
Both the men's and women's teams are
young. They are primarily freshmen and
sophomores, said Cal Luther, head coach
for the men.
Since the team is so young, the members
need to take time to develop for Division I
contention, McLeary said.
''We're expecting them to take time 'to
grow up," he said.
Luther, who coached at MSU between
1958-74, said they are just hoping to be
competitive.
"We're not expecting too much this
year," he said.
Having young players has not kept the
Pacers' playing power down, though.

"They've improved steadily throughout
the year," Luther said.
Women's basketball coach Sharman
Coley said she believes she has a quick
team this year. The team's strong points
are speed and quickness even though it is
a young team.
This past season:, the women's team
played a few OVC teams such as Murray
State University, which gave them a look
at what is to come. The team needed more
depth and height and therefore recruited
taller players. One new woman player is
6-foot-4, Coley said.
Only one restriction is holding back
this new Division 1 contender.
"We're not eligible to play in the OVC
tournament for five years because it's a
new division," McLeary said.
Despite the fact, fan interest in OVC
play has increased.
McLeary said there is more enthusiasm,
and moving to the OVC has helped fan
interest.
"Fans have been wanting us to play in
the OVC for a number of years," Luther
said.
"Student involvement (in sports) has .
increased and I think it will increase
with basketball," Coley said.

... SLAM DUNK THE COMPETITION!
Ward's Leather & Jewelry
Bel-Air Shopping Center
(4 doors right of Treas Do-It Center}
Monday-:Frtday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Closed Sunday
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Good Luck Racers!!

The MWTay State News
supports the

RACERS!!
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Governors
coach: Dave Loos
record at APSU : 26 - 31 (2 years)
career record: 108-84 (6 years)
1991 • 92 record: 11 - 17
OVC: 6 • 8 / 5th
starters returning: 3
Reggie Dupree, Sr., 6-6, F/C
(9.4 ppg, 4.3 rpg, 52.9 FG%)
Greg Franklin, Sr., 6-3, G
(13.3 ppg, 3 rpg, 4.1 apg, 1.2 spg, 50.2 FG%,
42.9 3-point %)
Rick Yudt, So., 6-7, F
(11 .7 ppg, 5.3 rpg, 1.3 spg, 44.3 3-point%)

Lady Goys
Coach: LaDonna Wilson
record at APSU: 9- 44 (2 years)
career record: 9 - 44 (2 years)
1991 • 91 record: 4 - 23
OVC: 1 • 13/8th
top returnees:
Georgie Vaughan, So., 5-11, F
(11 .0 ppg, 4.4 rpg)
Betsy Jeffries, Sr.• 6-1, C
(10.7 ppg, 6.6 rpg)
Jametta Bland, Jr.• 5-4, G
(8.1 ppg, 6.3 rpg)

coach: David Farrar
record at MSU: 16-11 (1 year)
1991 • 91 record: 16 - 11
OVC: 9 ·5 1 tied 2nd
starters returning : 2
Warren Kedd, Jr., 6·9, C
(13.9 ppg, 10.8 rpg, 12.3 bpg, 66.4 FG%)
Robert Taylor, Sr., 6-5, FIG
(16.5 ppg, 3.4 rpg, 2 apg, 82.9 FT%, 31 .9 3-pt %)
top newcomers:
Jevon Banks, Fr., 6-4, G
Milton Dean, Fr. (JC) , 6-1, G
Shawn Driskill, Fr. (JC), 6-10, C
Tim Gaither, Fr., 6-1, G
Rod Pryor, Jr. (JC), 5·10, G
Chad Wampler, Fr.• 6-8, F/C

Pacers
coach: Cal Luther
record at UTM: 9 - 19 (1 year)
career record: 436 - 333 (31 years)
1991 - 91 record: 9 - 19 as a
Division II Independent
starters returning : 3
Brice Bloodworth, So., 6-5, F/G
(11 .4 ppg, 3.2 rpg, 2.8 apg, 1.4 spg, 36.3 3-potnt %)
•
Tim Britt, Sr., 6-8, F/C
(17 ppg, 7.5 rpg, 2 apg, 1.2 spg, 55 FG%)
Richard Woods, So., 6-3, G
(14 ppg, 3.9 rpg, 2.2 apg, 1.8 spg, 42.6 3-point %)

Lady Raiders
coach: Lewis Bivens
record at MTSU: 87 - 54 (5 years)
career record: 303 - 128 (14 years)
1991 • 91 record: 19-9
OVC:10-4 / tied 2nd
top returnees:
Priscilla Robinson, Jr., 5-10 F
(20.7 ppg, 8.7 rpg)
Niki Bonner, Jr., 6-0, C/F
(12.0 ppg, 7.9 rpg)
Maggre Cox, Jr., 5-11, G/F
·(9.8 ppg, .5 rpg)

Lady Pacers
coach: Sharman Coley
record at UTM: 36 - 44 (3 years)
career record: 36 - 44 (3 years)
1991 • 91 record:14 -13 as a
Division II Independent
top returnees:
Kellie McElhiney, Jr., 5-6, G
(15.7 ppg, 3.8 rpg)
Tara Tansil, So., 5-6, G
(15.2 ppg, 7.0 rpg)
Gina Warren, Jr., 5-4, G
(12.4 ppg, 4.0 rpg)

top newcomers:
Matt Barnett, Fr., 6-5, G
Sidney Benton, Jr. (JC), 6-7, F
Ryan Burge, Fr., 6-8, F/C
Greg Butler, Fr. (AS/ankle) , 6-5, G
Zeke Clerk, Fr., 6-5, F

Eagles
coach: Dick Flck
record at MSU: 14 - 15 (1 year)
1991 • 91 record: 14 - 15
OVC: 6 - 8 I 6th
starters returning: 2
Martez Ballard, Jr., 6-2, G/F
(6.5 ppg, 3.5 rpg, 1.3 spg)
Doug Bentz, Sr., 6-9, F/C
(16.1 ppg, 9.9 rpg, 1.7 spg, 50.3 FG %)
top newcomers:
John Brannen, Fr. , 6-7, F
Joel Frakes, Fr., 6--3, G
Todd Geyer, Jr. (transfer/Creighton), 6·9, G
J.J. Hylton, Fr., 6-3, G
Kelly Wells, Soph. (transfer/Tulsa), 6-7, G/F
Johnnie .Williams, Soph. (transfer/Creighton), 6-5, G

Otabkians

coach: Ron Shumate
record at SEMO: 247 • 92 (11 years)
career record: 386 - 153 {18 years)

coach: Ed Arnzen
record at UTM: 212- 59 (9 years)
career record: 212- 59 (9 years)

1991 • 91 record: 12 - 16
OVC: 5 • 9 / 7th

1991-91 record:16- 12
OVC: 7 • 7 /4th

starters retumlng :3
Devon Lake, Sr., 6-3, jG
(10 ppg, 2.4 rpg, 32.2 3-point %)
Curtis Shelton, Jr., 5·9. G
(11 .9 ppg, 2.6 rpg, 2.3 apg, 47.9 3-point %)
Tony Wofford, Sr., 6-3, F
·
{4 ppg, 4.6 rpg)

top returnees:
Julie Meier, So., 5-10, F
(10.1 ppg, 9.0 rpg)
Tonia Harris, So., 5-4, G
(8.8 ppg, 3.4 rpg)
Erica Muskgrow, Sro. 5-6, G
{6.9 ppg, 4.4 apg)

top newcomers:
Luther Bonds, Jr. (JC), 6·7, F
Rick Brown, Fr.• 6-9, C
Mike Crain, Jr. (JC), 6-4, F
Tim McCune, Jr. (JC), 7-0, C
Scott Sanford, Jr. (JC), 6·0, JG

top newcomers:
Tyrone Beck, Jr. (JC) , 6-9, F/C
Cole Caspon, Fr. (RS), 6-2, G
John Jenkins, So., 6-4, G
Otis Key, Fr., 6-8, C

Blue Raiders

Indians

Lady Eagles
coach: Janet Garbriel
record at MKU: first year
career record:48 - 64 (4 years)
1991 • 91 record: 11 -16
OVC: 5 - 9 / 6th
top returnees:
Bev Smith, Sr., 6-1 , C
(9.4 ppg, 2.3 rpg)
Sherita Joplin, so., 5-5, G
(9.4 ppg, 2.3 rpg)
Stacey Spake, Jr., 5-6, G
(6.6 ppg, 3.4 rpg)

Tigers

Lady Tigers

coach: Frankie Allen
record at TSU: 4- 24 (1 year)

coach: Teresa Phillips
record at TSU: 32 - 48 (3 years)
career record: 100 - 72 (7 years)

1991 • 91 record: 4 - 24
OVC: 2 - 12 / 8th

1991-91 record: 8- 19
OVC: 4 - 10 / 7th

starters returning: 2
Tim Horton, Soph., 6 - 1, G
(14.7 ppg, 4.2 rpg, 2.5 apg, 1.2 spg, 37.3 3-point %)
Michael Moore, Sr., 6-8, F
{7.4 ppg, 6.1 rpg, 54.6 FG%)
top newcomers:
Rico Beasley, Jr. (JC), 6-3, G
Kelvin Briggs, Jr. (JC), 6·4, GIF
Curtis Davis, Fr., 6-6, F
Royce Gumell, Jr. (JC), 6-7, F
Curtis Jenkins, Fr., 6-0, G
Cartos Rogers, Jr. (transfer), 6-11 , C
John Rufin, Jr. (JC), 6-9,lF
Greg Watkins, Jr. (JC), 5-10, G

Golden Eagles
coach: Frank Harrell
record at MSU: 53- 57 (4 years)
1991 • 91 record: 14 - 15
OVC: 8 - 6 1 4th
starters returning: 3
John Best, Sr., 6-8, F
(20 ppg, 7 rpg, 1.2 spg, 56.8 FG%)
Mitch Cupples, Dr., 6-6, G
(9.8 ppg, 4.6 rpg, 37.6 3-point %)
Maurice Houston, Jr., 5-11 , G
(11 ppg, 3.3 rpg, 2.4 apg, 1 spg, 52.2 FG%)
top newcomers:
Greg Bibb, Fr., 6-7, F
Casey Bouldin, Jr. (JC), 6-6, C
Cartos Carter, Fr., 6-7, F
John Dykstra, Fr. (RS), 6-5, G
David Ingram, Fr., 6-3, G
Eart Smith, Fr. (transfer/Idaho State), 6-2, F

Colonels
coach: Mike Calhoun
first year as head coach
1991 - 91 record: 19- 14
OVC: 9 - 5 1 tied 2nd
starters returning: 2
John Allen, Jr., 6-7, F
(13.5 ppg, 5.7 rpg, 1,3 spg, 32.1 3-point %)
Artando Johnson, Jr., 5-11, G
(10.1 ppg, 2.4 rpg, 3.2apg, 146.6 3-point %)
top newcomers:
Cleveland Bumett, Jr. (JC), 6-4, F
Brad Devine, Fr., 6-0, G
DeMarcus Doss. Fr., 6·4, FIG
William Holmes, Jr. (JC), 6-9, C
Kevin Maggard, Fr., 6-4, G
J.P. Viverette, Jr. {JC), 6-7, F

Source: Lady Racers Media Guide and The Sporting News College Basketball Preview

top returnees:
Mimi Creshaw, Sr., 5-11 , G
{11 .9 ppg, 4.1 rpg)
Darlene Crawley, So., 5-7, G
(10.3 ppg, 5.2 rpg)
Kim Graves, So., 5-6, G
(9.0 ppg, 4.9 rpg)

Golden EagleUes
coach: Bill Worrell
record at nu: 134 - 47 (6 years)
career record: 134 - 47 (6 years)
1991 • 91 record: 29-9
OVC:13 - 1/1st
top returnees:
Roschelle Vaughn, Sr., 5-9, C
(18.0 ppg, 8.4 rpg)
Sherry Batten, Jr., 5-10, F
(14.3 ppg, 6.3 rpg)
Dana Gllyeu, Sr., 5 - 8, G
(14.2 ppg, 4.7 apg)
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Lady Colonels
coach: Larry Inman
record at EKU: 58 ·so {4 years)
career record: 219- 123 (12 years)
1991 • 91 record: 20 - 9
OVC: 10 - 4 I tied 2nd
top returnees:
Jaree Goodlin, Sr., 6-2, C
(16.7 ppg, 8.5 rpg)
Segena Mackeroy, Sr., 6-2, F
(11 .5 ppg, 8.8 rpg)
Tiffany Mayfield, Sr., 5-9, G/F
(7.3
4.6 rpg)
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